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CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: We'll Start today's 

I on House Bill 1175. The House Judiciary 

ee is conducting a public hearing on the 

ealth Attorneys Act, House Bill 1175, prime 

, Lois Hagarti. 

I'd like to welcome everybody to the 

iings todai, and we'll start off with the State 

y General Ernest D. Preate, Jr. It he would give 

timony and introduce his people for the record. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Thank you very much, Mr. 

n, Chairman Moehlmann, and committee members. 

It's good to see so many members of the 

iture and this committee here toda^, especialli 

I to be asked co testify on House Bill 1175, hhich 

ss original prosecutorial jurisdiction for the 

of Attorney General in the investigation of 

miental crimes. And I want to thank Representative 

igarty for her sponsorship of this important 

it ion and for her determination to pursue a means of 

m g this weakness in the Commonwealth Attorneys 

One ironic advantage we have in the field of 

imental protection is that there is no shortage of 

nate incidents which demonstrate to the public the 

ir better law enforcement and more effective 
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merit tools. Nationally, the words, "Three Mile 

" "Exxon Valdez," are now indelibly imprinted on 

rican consciousness, and especially in the 

rgh area, the Ashland oil spill won't soon be 

en. And these are just three of the more 

uous environmental disasters of recent years. 

re man}, many more ot which our dedicated 

mental enforcement agents deal with every day, and 

y much concerned that there may be even more which 

being dealt with. 

Like so many other areas of law enforcement, 

ironmental field is becoming mcreasingl} difficult 

iplex as waste producers, faced with the closing of 

1 sites, are forced into new and usually more 

ve ways of getting rid of their unwanted material. 

en, what we get as a result are hypodermic needles 

up on our beaches in Erie, battery acid fouling 

earns in Lancaster and oil polluting our rivers -

aware, the Monongahela, the Ohio, and the list goes 

on. 

Experience in the enforcement of drug laws 

ght us that we need not only more manpower but more 

ve enforcement tools. The same is true in the 

mental law enforcement area. Whether pursuing drug 

or midnight dumpers, we must be ever alert and 
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it to protect our beautiful State. 

What he must do co accomplish this is to 

:e the resources of manpower, equipment, and mone\ 

have so we can bring violators swittly to justice. 

, our abiiiti to bung these \ iolator& to justice 

ured by current limitations in the Commonwealth 

;ys Act. Therefore, I must speak out in support of 

nil 1157, which would gi\e to the Office or 

iy General original jurisdiction to investigate and 

ite environmental polluters. 

Let me give you some concrete examples of 

i lack of original jurisdiction can cripple 

iment. In 1987, the Environmental Crimes Section in 

,ce attempted to prosecute a Lancaster baLtery 

'z who was discharging battery acid onto a college 

c field and contaminating the ground water. The 

ts referred to the Ottice of Attorney General not b} 

tte DER but b} che Federal occupational Safety and 

investigators who had found that this business also 

ijectmg its employees to lead poisoning. 

A Lancaster County Common Pleas Court judge 

led all of the charges on the grounds that we had 

:eived a formal referral from the DER to investigate 

>secute the case. It was purely a technical matter 

! got the referral from the Federal government, but 
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ly ruined the prosecution. Fortunately, we were 

> persuade the judge to re-open the case and the 

tnt of the company recently was sentenced to 2 1/2 

iars in jail and fined $100,000. And this is the 

the article trom Tuesday, Jul* 11, 1989 edition of 

spaper Intelligencer Journal in Lancaster in which 

:s about the president of the company, Stewart 

going to jail ror this illegal dumping. Tnese are 

d& of tnings that can r>e accomplished by strong, 

mt lav* enrorcement. 

It the Attorney General had original 

ction in that case, however, there would ha|re been 

lal dismissal of the charges. The case would have 

taged on its merits and the defendant would ha\e had 

inicalities to hide behind. 

Now, I mentioned the Ashland oil spill a tew 

: ago. This is one of the nation's worst inland oil 

It involved the rupture ot a large storage tank, 

ig 700,000 gallons of oil to pour into the 

ihela River, the source ot drinking water for part 

sburgh's suburbs. A& a result of the Ashland 

you, the members ot the General Assembly, moved 

* to protect the public and the environment from 

* such actions by approving legislation which 

' regulates aboveground and underground storage 
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Yet, despite the severity of this spill and 

s the threat to the public health and sarety, the 

of Attorney (jeneral of Pennsylvania was not 

zed to become involved in a criminal investigation 

lonths after the incident. And in the report on 

:cident, the DER urged the Office of Attorney 

not to prosecute, apparently having already 

I to proceed with the conciliatory approach toward 

(men t. 

Here are two quotes from that report. They 

iredibly revealing. Quote, "Thus, the Task Force 

ies that neither Ashland nor its employees acted 

le degree of recklessness which the law requires to 

a criminal prosecution in which reckless conduct 

dement." The second quote: quote, "The Task Force 

>t recommend consideration ot criminal charges 

. tfkinner Tank Company. While the tank builder may 

have civil liability tor a discharge resulting trom 

lure to comply with API-650, the culpability is too 

ited to warrant prosecution." The Federal 

tent, however, went ahead with its criminal 

gation and successfully prosecuted the case in 

il court. Fortunately . 

These cases are relatively rare but they do 

Just lately we've had another example. It was 
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ired last November that Lankenau Hospital in 

lery County had been Burning infectious and 

igical waste in \iolation of environmental laws. 

rn Representative Hagarty kill tell you more about 

iter. But I just want to say that when she 

:ed my office to ask for an investigation, we had to 

intly tell her that v%e first needed a referral from 

'. think that experience was significant in leading 

the introduction of this very bill. House Bill 

In the Ashland and Lancaster County cases, 

i luck\. We cannot always expect another branch of 

lent to pick up the ball when he are hamstrung by 

:alities, and we cannot expect to always be as 

(fully persuasive as we were in the Lancaster County 

In the Lankenau case, the hospital subsequently was 

I by DER to pay a civil fine for its violation, but 

:ter years of illegal burning. Even the hospital 

snt expressed concern that the matter went 

:ted tor so long. House Bill 1157 would eliminate 

lelays and would go a long way toward providing 

•, more effective enforcement of environmental laws. 

The underlying basis tor thia legislation is 

:ect the environment through improved lav. 

sment. I oeiie\e H7b mil accomplish that goal in 

file:///iolation
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lowing ways: One, giving the Office of Attorney 

original jurisdiction puts criminal investigators 

scene ot the suspected violation immediately, 

improving tne chances ot yuceessrui prosecution. 

en a prosecutor, as several memoers ot this 

ee have been prosecutors, and it's axiomatic in law 

ment that the sooner the investigators reach the 

if the suspected crime, trie greater the cnances of 

i that crime. The vast majority of crimes are 

within 48 hours of the time the* are committed. 

Secondly, original jurisdiction vested in 

ice of Attorney General will allow trained criminal 

itors and investigators to decide whether criminal 

i should be brought or whether a civiJ remedy should 

iued. People trained in criminal law and criminal 

gations should make this important decision. It is 

lecision for the technicians. The matters we're 

[ with are too important. There could be little 

n anyone's mind that the threat of criminal 

lent, including imprisonment, will grab the 

on of the polluter much more effectively than will 

isibiiit} ot a civil tine. A civil fine is a 

xy penalty. The criminal sanction is imprisonment, 

irisonment cannot be passed onto the consumer. Ask 

Manix, who is now doing 2 1/2 to 5. 
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House Bill 1175 insures that tne best people 

s involved in tne investigation and prosecution ot 

imental crimes. If we're going to talk about 

:mg our resources, then let's do it. My office can 

>t only Environmental Crimes Section investigators 

scene ot a suspected violation immediately, but we 

fment their efforts by sending in additional agents 

le Bureau of criminal Investigation, it needed. We 

ive trained criminal prosecutors here in Hamsburg 

our field offices. In addition, what we can 

i is that we can tap the powers of the statewide 

.gati\e Grand Jury, which can subpoena important 

Lai and other records which are often critical to a 

ition. These are resources i*e now are too or ten 

led from using, and it just doesn't make sense. 

In tne environmental area, I don't want mv 

sitting on the sidelines wnile technicians in the 

fient of Environmental Resources debate whether I 

be in the case. This clumsy and inefficient 

:e has come close to costing us important cases in 

Jt, and it will continue to do so unless we change 

Giving the Office of Attorney General 

\l jurisdiction ensures objectivity in the 

unmaking process. As things stands II«K , there are 
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hen the decision of whether to proceed criminally 

lly in environmental case can raise the possibility 

mflict of interest. A perfect example occurred 

le other day when city councilwoman Joan Specter o£ 

ilphia asked me to investigate the report in the 

ilphia Inquirer on Thursday that two Philadelphia 

•isons were discharging raw sewage into Pennypack 

and, according to the Inquirer, have been doing it 

least the last two years, and Mr. Chairman I 

ed that document to you oefore I took the stand co 

• here todai. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: {Indicating in the 

itive.) 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Now, what that article 

i from the Inquirer is that a DER technician 

itly responded to a complaint in 1987 and did 

! about it because at the time of his visit to the 

he pump didn't happen to be running. And worse, 

ng to the Inquirer, he didn't investigate turther 

. no turther complaints were received. That's 

an example ot investigative tenacity. 

inately, my response to the councilwoman was that I 

tot investigate and I could not even, as she had 

ed, ask DER to ask me to investigate. 

The law is strict on these matters and 
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have interpreted strictly. The reterral must come 

le State agency to my ottice and must come only 

:hat agency has investigated and determined that 

sment by the Attorney General is warranted. Here is 

sr of the Philadelphia city council talking about a 

tnreat to the public health and safety caused b} an 

of government and asking my office to look into the 

.e charges or malfeasance, those are her words, 

sance in office or dereliction of duty by public 

ils, those are her words, and I have to tell her 

sfore I move a muscle, I need a referral from DER, 

.s the first agency she's blaming tor covering up 

(charge of the sewage into the creek. It's just not 

:or DER to be making decisions ot this kind, 

illy in cases where its own personnel may be 

id, and we have heard this time and time again 

the State, where citizens groups and taxpayers have 

.ned that DER has sat idly hi and done nothing to 

.gate their complaints and they have no place to 

> for assistance. It they call the local district 

»y or it they call the Attorney General, we have to 

:'s up to DER to do it, and it DER does nothing, 

io those people turn ror help? Where? Where? I 

.s committee, where do they turn/ Tne answer is 

» but to DER itself, unless the Federal government 
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lome hook for it to get involved in the case to draw 

is a criminal prosecution. And that's wrong. It's 

.vania land/ it's Pennsylvania water, it's 

.vania that ought to be policing its own atate and 

i better job ot it than it's doing right now. 

Filth, House Bill 11/5 will enable public 

lis and individual citizens to repoit crimes 

.y to the ortice or Attorney General, as cney do in 

lsunier protection area. My oftice should not have 

solely on a department of State government tor 

ils ot possible violations. We should be able to 

>mplaints trom a member ot Philadelphia city council 

\ the mayor of a town or from a legislator. We 

be able to hear trom each and every one ot you when 

•e been informed of an environmental pollution 

it in your community and you refer it to us to do an 

.gation. It should be an outrage to this 

iture that they cannot have a response trom the 

sy General when they know of pollution in their own 

ird, in their own district, that tnev must reter it 

It should be that when they want to see some 

taken and action taken quickly, that our elected 

lis, the Representatives of the people, should be 

) come to the Attorney General as the} do in the 

sr protection area, as every citizen can do in the 
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i oLt the street and say, please neip me. But tney 

lo that now, Tnei"ve got to go througn that 

:racy or DER and have mat complaint smotnered. 

What I'm talKiny about is maxirin zmy 

•es. Let's ha\ e more eyes and ears out in tne 

especially in isolated areas Khere midnight dumpers 

r dirty uork. This concept has proven remarkably 

ve in protecting consumers, and if applied to the 

iment, would have similar beneficial results. You 

>w the experience that the — the good work that's 

me protecting consumers from rip-otfs and 

.ent contracts and the Lemmon Law. That's because 

isuiner can come directly to the Ortice ot Attorney 

. and make that complaint. And you yourselves have 

lose complaints time and time again to this office 

have responded and responded effectively, saving 

srs millions ot dollars, getting back to them some 

i of satisfaction, some measure of justice. And 

>uld help build citizen confidence in government as 

ung in the consumer protection area. If a citizen 

ly office to complain about what looks like illegal 

I and is told, "We can't do anything, call DER," 

.tizen probably is going to grumble about getting 

•eaucratic run-around and probably isn't going to 
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to call again, and I don't blame that person. I 

sr environmental law enforcement too important to be 

ed to delays while the arcane niceties of procedure 

.ng discussed. I don't fcant us to be debating, 

"who asked who to do what," unquote, while a 

tr is destroying a wacer supply. 

As a practical matter, the vast majority of 

we prosecuted in che environmental area are maeed 

•d to us oy DER investigators who work closely hith 

tsecutors in mi Environmental crimes Section. That 

i, jointly staffed by my ottice and the DER, has 

model tor other States. It has grown in recent 

md we plan to expand it even more. I want to 

.ze that we nave indeed a good and effective uorking 

inship with DER once we get the referrals. 

The recently enacted State budget provided 

:o open two more regional offices, and a Federal 

idministered by DER will allow us to open a third. 

i for better enforcement is to open these new 

i in the Scranton-Wilkes-barre area, Meaavme area, 

s Williamsport area, in addition to those offices 

s now have in PittsDurgh, Harrisburg ana 

;lpnia area. The idea is to have ottices stalled 

;perienced prosecutors and criminal investigators in 

•e sparsely populated counties to strengthen 
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cement so otten used by midnight dumpers. 

Tnese new ortices also will enable our 

and prosecutors in tne Philadelphia, Harnsburg, 

tsburgh offices to £>e more erteclive since tliej 

ive smaller territories to cover. But I reiterate, 

igs stand now, none nt these new agents can 

gate any environmental crime, even if thei see it 

unless che DER asks us co do it. 

If approved, House Bill 1175 would be the 

imendment to the Commonwealth Attorney's Act since 

ictment in 1980. The legislative history shows that 

le General Assembly approved the act, it envisioned 

>rous statewide chief law enforcement officer." We 

>use Bill 1175 so that we can avnid having to 

:e our jurisdiction every time we bring a criminal 

It's a waste of resources. 

The General Assembly, in 1980, gave the 

sy General original jurisdiction to investigate ana 

ite cases which relate to organized crime. You did 

mse you recognized that organized crime was 

ilarly complex and that many district attorneys' 

J did not possess the necessary resources to pursue 

ises. The same considerations apply to 

lmental crimes. These are sophisticated crimes. 

lvolve criminal violations of a specialized, highly 
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:al statute, the Solid Waste Management Act. Their 

are not easy. Having myselt Been a district 

H with a small staff, I know that many district 

iys* offices are not equipped to handle these cases. 

There also was a recognition by the 

iture in 1980, and I wanted to emphasize this point, 

ganized crime transcends county lines. I think 

ill aware of the potential tor an environmental 

on to transcend county lines, even State lines. 

uneone illegally aumps waste o n into the 

tanna River in Wilkes-Barre, it has the potential 

ectmg the people of Lancaster County. And trucks 

irly hauling waste across Interstate 80 have the 

.al of affecting people in se\eral counties, 

ilarly if they are carrying hazardous waste and 

ipen or leak. Indeed, many polluters bring their 

rom out of State. 

As you on this committee very well know, our 

i to protect every corner of the Commonwealth so 

twhere can environmental criminals pollute with 

y. To this end, our Environmental Crimes Section 

sn instructed to initiate training, to accept 

ig engagements and to do whatever in its power to 

tne support of other enforcement agencies in the 

on of environmental violations to the local level. 
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The State Police, county sheriffs, municipal 

and Fish anrl Game inspectors are constantly in the 

rhere the midnight dumpers are occurring. But even 

it efforts of these dedicated people can be 

ed hhen a smart detense attorney takes advantage or 

>cedurai obstacle winch House Bill 117b addresses 

•r comes. 

Members ot the committee and Mr. Chairman, 

.11 is badly needed. I wholeheartedly support it 

irge you to vote it out ot committee and push tor 

ictment by the full House. 

Mr. Chairman, I want to again thank you for 

lortunity here to testify, and I'd be happy to 

I to any questions the members ot the committee ma} 

Betore doing so, I'd like to introduce to 

Chief Deputy in charge ot the Environmental Crimes 

i, Greg Abeln, hho is sitting on my right and your 

ind Chief Deputy Attorney General Robert Graci, who 

•d in the preparation ot tins testimony and has Deen 

sd in several cases challenging the prosecutorial 

.ty ot the Attorney General, and tney are here 

>le tor questions as well. 

Thank you, again. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you very much, 
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•y General Preate. 

We will now open it to questions from 

i of the committee. 

Jeff. 

:ESENTATIVE PICCOLA: (Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Attorney General Preate, I have some 

c questions, but belore I get into those, it sounds 

reading between the lines of your testimony, that 

s a cooperation problem between your office and the 

lent of Environmental Resources, that tnere is some 

ion either on the part of the Department of 

imental Resources to reter cases to you or some 

by them not to reter cases that should be referred 

Could you comment on whetner tnat's accurate or 

A. Weil, in those areas where ttie cases are 

id to us, there is good cooperation, there's an 

e. However, there are certain matters which 

ly are not being referred to us, and I think that 

i perhaps in the minority. We don't know how many 

ven are now. For example, this case in the 

lphia area we didn't know about but DER did for two 

Now, if Joan Specter knew about it two years ago 

i called us up and said, "We want you to investigate 

'd have to say then we didn't know about it, but 
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> years DER knew about it, documented this trail, 

rer intormea us, and yet there's a clear violation. 

criminal violation to do that. 

And yet now we see that tor the tirst time 

few minutes before I took this microphone we got a 

>ne call from DER saying, "We want }ou co now help 

sstigate the Pennypack Creek." But query, if the 

slphia Inquirer hadn't exposed it and it Ooan 

• hadn't exposed it last week, do you think that the 

ild call me up on a Monday five minutes before I'm 

lty before this very committee and tell me we want 

do this investigation? I don't think so. I don't 

to. 

Ho what we're looking, I see, is the need 

to be able to receive complaints from citizens and 

iwmakers and public officials to do our 30b, do it 

vely. We ought to be working together from the 

ng, just like we do with the State Police. 

Q. I agree we should be working together, and I 

the task force that helped to write the 

wealth Attorneys Act and that was our biggest tear 

s wrote it is that we were going to get involved 

lack of cooperation between the Office of Attorney 

and various State agencies, which are also 

tnted by counsel through the Office of General 
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* 

On a much smaller scale tnan the 

ilphia situation that you referred to but veri 

• would be a case that 1 had in my legislative 

t ot a very small sewage authority in Berrysburg, 

vania, which was discharging from its sewage 

nt plant into a local creek. It was a one-man 

on, and berrysburg numbers maybe 300 or 400 people 

and the sewage plant operates by itsell. It 

require anybody present to operate it except a 

c maintenance. And they went back and forth with 

a couple ot years betore DER finally was able to 

i necessary action done. And I guess in a technical 

someone in Berrysburg was violating the criminal 

1 and at some point in time I guess the Attorney 

could jump in, if tnis bill becomes law, and start 

iting municipal otficials in Berrysburg, and I don't 

that's such a good idea, given the few resources 

have in your office, whether we should make them 

de to every small town to go prosecuting municipal 

Is. 

A. Well, in answer to your question, I'm not 

r with that, that particular situation, but I think 

ry investigation, as you well know. Representative 

, results in a criminal prosecution. But what 
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lappen as a result of this bill would be that if you 

to make or a citizen had a complaint, we would be 

• get into the case quicker, faster, and be able to 

; in such a way that it would get resolved or the 

on would get fixed, that the matter would then be 

sd snort or, if necessary, a criminal prosecution, 

[ prosecutors — every criminal ca^e doesn't get 

itea. There's a cercain amount or aiscrerion mat's 

fd, but at least if you get tne Attorney General 

le picture taster, you might have tnat rectified 

Q. I agree, but isn't, in theory, that's what 

supposed to be doing? 

A- Well, DER — I don't know. You tell me. 

e a longer experience with DER than I do. 

Q. The Joan Specter allegations, did they 

i allegations that employees of DER were covering up 

il activity? 

A. Well, let me read to you what she wrote. 

iadelphia Inquirer also lias a story on it. This is 

sr that she had written to me and to Secretary Davis 

lay. She says, on July 28, letter to tiecretary 

"Dear Secretary Davis," quote, "I am writing in 

to the matter involving trie pumping or raw sewage 

snnypack Creek b} officials of the Philadelphia 
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System. As you know, this matter was recently 

to the public attention by the media. I have 

i Attorney General Preate requesting that he ask DER 

.te his ottice into tne case to construct a criminal 

I urge to you extend such an invitation. I 

:and that DER is currentli looking into the matter 

olation to the Clean streams Act, however, I 

» that the actions ot the prison officials and other 

officials may constitute malfeasance or dereliction 

r worthy of a criminal inquiry." 

She then continues, "Because DER was 

sd in the tailed enforcement effort, I believe that 

lot appropriate for your department to assume total 

sibility for the investigation. In addition, the 

sy General has a capable environmental staff 

id to deal with the criminal implications ot these 

\. For these reasons, I believe that the public 

-ould best be served by the involvement ot the 

sy General," unquote. 

Now, what she's saying is that DER 

ally did nothing, knowing for two years that this 

was being dumped into pennypack Creek. And how 

:her cases ot a similar nature are around the State? 

:hmk ot one up in Lackawanna County in my own area 

)ER did nothing to prosecute criminally a battery 
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ant that was spewing lead out into the area, and 

the Federal government has declared it one of its 

lazardous clean-up sites and it's presently digging 

y person's yard, every tree, every grass, 

ung that they could probably tmd that has lead in 

i several block square area, and yet DER did 

I, sat on its hands for 10 years in that case. And 

fas lead in tne area. They uad samples taken. Lead 

grounds. The tomatoes were tull of lead, and there 

criminal prosecutions tnat emanated in that 

:e. 

It seems to me that there may oe more of 

;inds of cases where the Attorney General can get in 

DER to move. I think that's entirely appropriate. 

Q. But there were no allegations that employees 

were involved in the criminal conduct? 

A. I don't know. I haven't seen it. It hasn't 

sferred to me until just now. 

Q, Well, from reading her letter, from 

.ng to her letter that you read, it didn't sound as 

was alleging that DER participated in any cover-up. 

ihe was. I don't know. 

A. It certainly — if she d'idn't say it, Mr. 

i, she certainly implied it. 

g. Okay, it DER— 
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A. If you read the article, I think you'd get 

sar implication is there. 

Q. Oka}, it DER is involved in a cover-up or 

iloyees, do you not have jurisdiction already under 

imonweaith Attorneys Act, Section 20b(a)1, to 

I against DER employees• 

A. If there's an allegation of public 

ion, yes, we can get involved. Yes, we can get 

id. 

y. But it is your strong feeling that DER is 

erring certain cases or certain significant cases 

• office for prosecution in a timely fashion? 

A. I think that's the thrust of this. Just get 

i timely tashion. I mean, I come from a 

itorial background. The best cases are made, 

i this committee, when you're out there with the 

gators at the time the incident occurs and not six 

later, and not when witnesses have already been 

lat they're not going to get their Miranda rights, 

ley're protected therefore from criminal 

ition. That the paper trail is already shredded and 

•ed so that you can't proceed. I mean, this is what 

faced with. That the initial momentum of the 

try of the incident is now receded to the back pages 

newspaper and nobody's really concerned about it 
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iuming — thinking that everything is all right and 

inrt in tact it's not. We should be involved right 

ront, as good law enforcement demands. 

REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: Thank you, Mr. 

n. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

Chris. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: Yes. 

:ESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Mr. Preate, first I'd like to ask \ou about 

ot your testimony that *ould directly impact upon 

net, and that is the account ot the Ashland oil 

m page 3. 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And first of all, at the bottom of page 3 in 

istimony you quote a report of a task force. What 

specifically, what was that task force? 

A. Well, the task force was established here in 

te, this was before I took office so I was not a 

0 it, it was in the term previous to my taking over 

:ice ot Attorney General, and this task force 

1 the problem ot the Ashland oil spill, and 

li it was a DER stud} and they concluded that there 

be no criminal charges tilea in the case. Well, 

iy very *eli ne the correct assessment, but the 
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i is that the Office of Attorney General was, at 

>n±y tangentiany involved in that case. 

Q. Were meniDers or the Attorney General's 

memoers ot the tasK rorceV 

A. There were two investigators that were 

id to do work requested, but no attorneys. The 

sy General's Ottice was not referred the case. They 

>t brought 311 initially oy letter saying we now want 

help us participate in this investigation. The 

.gation was clone by DER, they asked for a couple ot 

trom our office, is that correct, Greg? 

MR. ABELN: That's correct, sir. It was 

icause they didn't have the ability to investigate 

magnitude ot a problem. They had two or my 

>al investigators, one trom Pittsburgh and one from 

»urg, assigned them to conduct a civil 

.gation. It wasn't a criminal investigation. 

lEb'ENTATIVE McNALLY: (ut Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Well, I guess, Mr. Preate, you would agree 

ly type ot law enforcement or investigation, and 

ilarly in the area of environmental law, would 

i a substantial degree ot cooperation between the 

ory body and the Office of the Attorney General? 

A. The same as it does right now between all of 

ncipal police departments, the State Police, the 
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atever, the FBIf the U.S. Attorney. We do it all 

le. 

Q. I'm just wondering though, it you were to 

e a prosecution against Ashland, or against the 

Company, what would a jury think about a task 

hich includes the Attorney General's investigators 

commends that criminal prosecution not be 

ed? I mean, it would seem to me that the Attorney 

's prosecution would be at variance with the task 

and that would substantially hinder a prosecutorial 

A. You see, the point is chat we did noc 

that task torce. That was controlled by DER. 

.3 all civil investigation. They asked tor a couple 

ts out of how many in the total investigative 

>, Greg, was it? 

MR. ABELN: Twelve, at the time. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Twelve at the time, and 

ire just assigned to do investigative work. We were 

olved in the most important thing, Representative, 

it's the decisionmaking. The decisionmaking is 

1. It we had made — it it was up to me, ir 

y came to me ana said that today we want to have 

restigators assigned to investigate an oil spill, 

I want to be involved in the decisionmaking that 
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iether we go or no go on criminal or civil 

itions. 

The way it is nrm, it's up to the DER to 

lat decision solely, totally. They make the 

>n ot whether there's a criminal charge to be 

: in the case or whether to go cixilly. I think 

lat decision ought to be lett to people who are 

snced and trained and who have criminal 

ubiiity. There is a vast ditterence between those 

utions that we feel that it is important if you're 

:o make a decision to go or no go civilly or 

illy, as they did in this case, that the criminal 

ight to be heard from and heard from in an 

'late way through its lawyers, through being a major 

.n the investigation, through being a co-equal, if 

.1. That's what I'm talking about. We were not 

lis in that task torce study of the Monongahela, but 

:t of the matter is, the Federal government, which 

id independently ot DER, did oring criminal charges 

'cessfuily prosecuted the case. 

tEb'ENTATlVE McNALLY: (Ot Attj . Gen. Preate) 

Q. Then my second question, really, I am very 

1 that you houid be willing to accept complaints 

jgislators, because at least in my district I could 

.y occupy your ottace on a full-time basis. 
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A. Be happy to do that. 

Q. Well, as long as the other 202 members ot 

ise don't feel shortchanged, I'd be happy to have 

REPRESENTATIVE KOSINSkl: I'm next in line, 

ESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Ot Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Because, in fact, House Bill 1175 is rather 

It would involve investigations involving 

ons ot e\ery environmental law of the Commonwealth, 

m not being facetious when I say that, you know, I 

iat you realize the magnitude of environmental 

ons in this Commonwealth, and truthfully, I could 

y occupy your office on a full-time basis. I have 

; many watersheds throughout mj district, there's a 

industrial waste that's carried through my district 

:ks and trains, and you know, I really doubt whether 

ild effectively investigate these alleged Molations 

listrict alone, to say nothing ot the other 202 

:ts. 

A. So the thrust of your argument is that we 

t't begin in the first place, is that it? 

Q. Well, I guess the thrust ot my comment and 

»n is, do you think that your rhetoric is really up 

magnitude ot the problem'-* You Know, jou seem to 
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A. I understand. I understand. 

Q. —you seem to suggest you can investigate 

lolation— 

A. No, I can't ao that. I simply can't do 

y. I don't cnink you could m\est:iyate halt the 

ons in my district. 

A. I agree, but shouldn't we start somewhere.-* 

1't we start with — and you point out* a perfectly 

late problem. It's che same that exists in the drug 

ou know, it's the same that exists in consumer 

:ion, but we've 311st got to make the start to serve 

>lic and serve the public interest. And yes, our 

s small, but I think that we ought to begin this 

i of effectively searching down these midnight 

irs, these dumpers, whatever they happen to be 

and if we can maximize our resources. All I'm 

is, just don't have DER doing it. Bring the 

y General's uttice into it, too. Maximize your 

:es, your tax dollars. You just gave us an 80 

increase, at my request, in my budget for the 

imentai Crimes Section, ana 1 doubled the size of my 

therefore, douhlea the size of the Environmental 

ottice to procect your own back iards, from the 
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lorthern tier ot the State. That was mi idea 

! 1 live up in that section and 1 know what's going 

here. 

I've been an environmentalist since 1970. I 

• chairman ot Earth Day. I wrote the Federal 

i Mining Law. I helped to write it with some people 

torn in 19/7, which is now the law of the United 

For seven years I worked with DER officials in 

o I know about environmental protection. I've been 

id m it for a long time. And I know what's going 

; in Lackawanna County. I know what's going on in 

Lstern Pennsylvania in the Poconos, and I think that 

i a way that we can begin to protect the 

iment. We can be more responsive to the complaints 

ime in from yourselves, like Representative Hagarty 

icilwoman Specter. I think that it's entirely 

e for us to respond to those important events 

ilarly. Maybe not every single little overrun ot a 

treatment plant, but certainly where there's a 

environmental disaster we ought to be able to be 

ind respond effectively and maximize our resources. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Paul. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

IESENTAT1VE McHALE: (Ot Atty. vjeu. Preate) 
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Q. Good afternoon. General. Let me say 

ly that 1 support House Bill 117b and want to 

Representative Hagarty for her effort on this 

tion. I'd asK her, if she would, as a courtesy, to 

as a cosponsor when the bill is released from 

ee. 

I particularly want to applaud the aggressor 

:h uhich you're taking, Attorney General, to 

tmencal protection and to indicate that at least 

' view it's about time. It's good to hear a strong 

>n behalr or the environment, ana it's good to hear 

o ot uuantico in the tone of that voice. 

Now, having said all those nice things to 

REPRESENTATIVE KOSINSKI: Whose district is 

i? 

ESENTAT1VE McHALE: (Ot Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. —and at the risk of now taking away the 

11 that perhaps I generated a moment ago, let me 

ngs, if I may, in a bit longer historical 

:tive. 

You made a comment a moment ago to 

ntative Piccola that pernaps he had been dealing 

IK tor a longer period or tnme than you had. I've 

responsibility of a similar relationship with DER 
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iur terms in office, seven years, and I really don't 

• make tnis sound partisan. You've taken a very 

il attitude toward DER. What I would point out to 

that it you think things are baa today, you should 

ien here in 1982, 1983, 1984. 

1 came here shortly atter Secretary Watt 

the Secretary of the Department of Interior on the 

. level. President Reagan came to office pledging, 

i not quite this bluntly, but essentially a 

:ion of environmental protection, and if I remember 

•te correctly, our Governor at that time indicated 

s thought there was too aggressive an attitude in 

id I think the exact quote was that DER was trying 

too many corporate pelts on the wall. Your 

c is wholly at odds with that rhetoric. I happen 

:e with yours and disagree with that. 

I was on the Conservation Committee in 1983 

i when we investigated DER, and I think that 

gation highlighted again and again a completely 

a completely lackadaisical attitude toward 

imental protection. So if you believe that things 

; as they should be today, and perhaps they are not, 

intee you things are far better today than they were 

first came here. 

Now, I didn't mean to give a long speech, 
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A. No, that's tine. 

Q. —but I think it's important to recognize 

lere has not been a sufficiently aggressive attitude 

ilf of the environment, and that that lack of 

nveness spans several gubernatorial 

itrations. 

Now, with all or that kind of as an 

iction, it we were to pass House Bill 117b, how 

ronr office continue to interface, continue co 

ite, with enforcement officials within DER? In 

it the gentleman who's seated to your right becomes 

.nt of contact so that Representative McNally or 

r or McHale might have a complaint we would call 

tntleman, does that mean that Deputy Secretary Mark 

an could disconnect his phone? What's he going to 

ig if we broaden the scope of your charter? 

A. I think that's a fair question and I want to 

'• i t . 

DER has very, very fine people in it. Keith 

who you'll hear from later, is a friend of mine and 

igree on this issue, but 1 respect Keith and he is 

»eln*s counterpart on the environmental side of 

tor DER, and tor the most part it's a very good 

I relationship. This will not disturb this 
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itive relationship, as I see it. It's like putting 

he same tooting as we are with the tltate Police or 

her police agencies where you have to cooperate. 

, seems to me that you can't legislate cooperation, 

3ust got to give people the opportunity to worK 

r and nope that tne leadership qualities ot Doth 

;ations cones out to the tront and tnat they work to 

i a common ijoai. 

The best answer that I can give to you is 

think that it we — that we would not be intruding 

ly relationship. It should not affect any 

mship we have with DER. In fact, it should be 

at in support of them, that we can call upon them 

teed help, and we certainly hould, we need their 

:al assistance, their knowledge of the area, their 

:heir hydrology studies. Whatever it happens to be, 

d need all their technical expertise, so it would 

a confrontational mechanism. It would be the 

inity tor us to continue and enhance a cooperative 

l relationship. 

Q. Well, I think that sounds nice, but I'm 

in the real world there might be a tew more 

ilties than those which you articulated. Let's say 

t a theoretical Governor who is of one political 

ind an elected Attorney General of the other 
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:al party. The Governor believes that we have to 

:onomic development and tor that reason, 

imental protection is not one of his top priorities. 

s a hard-charging former marine elected as Attorney 

. who believes that criminal conduct should be 

isly prosecuted. I think that there is the 

lood of a clash between those differing attitudes. 

idaisical attitude on perhaps the gubernatorial 

itration reflected in DER's position, and an 

nve attitude on benalt ot the environment which 

»e articulated by an Attorney General. It we don't 

ime institutional, some statutorily defined or 

led by a regulatory process the relationship 

i that gentleman and the Deputy Secretary or DER, T 

•eal potential for conflict. I see them with the 

lity ot tripping over one another. 

A. Well, I think that there may be instances 

lere would be some duplication, but I seriously 

loubt it. If we're — let's take a specific 

A citizen complains about pollution, a 

it dumper, all right? And it would involve perhaps 

ysis ot the soil, tracing the chemicals involved. 

our office doesn't have laboratories. We don't 

ips. tio tne first thing that we would do would be 
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y to be on the site but call in the Department of 

mental Resources and their technicians and their 

ists and to have them work with us in a cooperative 

As it stands right now, unaer die same 

tances, in the same circumstances, the DER would go 

scene. E\en though we Knew about itf the DER wouLd 

he scene and it would investigate and do whatever 

to do, but we would never be involved in the 

gation. It may be months down the road. We would 

n, with the paper trail, Representative McHale, 

ie lost and we wouldn't have the availability of the 

ury, for example, to subpoena people. 

Q. General, I hope you're right and I hope if 

1175, and it certainly will have my support, that 

nd of cooperative spirit exists between your otfice 

, but T can tell you from past experience that at 

ER has shown an amazing lack of concern for the 

ion ot the environment, and part of the reason is 

Not all polluters are midnight dumpers. Sometimes 

ar white button-aown shirts, cloth ties, 

iped suits, and they attend political fundraisers. 

ave a real concern that in some administrations 

theoretically in the future there might not have 

mignt not be an aggressive attitude toward 
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mental protection as you have voiced it today. I 

•rmous problems the tirst four years that I was here 

to interest DER in the protection of the 

iment where Diatant violations ot the law were 

to DER's attention by me and DER failed to 

I hope that you're correct. I hope that we 

le to have a bipartisan approach, aggressive 

:h to the protection or the environment, but Ifm 

I that if we don't have some kind of institutional 

ion ot the relationship between your ottice and 

iat we will have the duplication ot effort, and 

i from time to time a direct conrlict between the 

ng philosophies of your office and that of a 

»r's Ottice, any Governor, not necessarily tnis one. 

A. I think that one final note is that it's 

to nave someone there that has the ability to 

I when— 

Q. I agree. 

A. The Governor's Ottice, as you point out did 

ipond. 

Q. Agreed. 

A. You can then turn around and say, well, if 

wer the question, I can go over to the Attorney 

's Office and they'll look at it. 
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Q. I agree. 

A. . And that's maybe one ot the reasons you're 

m g this bill. 

Q. Exactly. That's why I'm supporting this 

That's why I'm praising you in the approach you've 

n your testimony today. 

one final question, and tnis relates to the 

cs initial!} touched by Representative McNail}. I 

s as an enormous increase in the jurisdiction of 

fice. A completely valid, appropriate increase in 

pe of your jurisdiction, but those of us that 

it should not underestimate the responsibility 

iving to you at your discretion should this become 

hat would you anticipate would be your need, if 

r increased resources in order to, at that point, 

vely carry out your responsibilities, should House 

75 become law? Will you need more money? I'm 

d to vote for it. Would you need more people? 

ou need other types of administrative resources 

e currently lacking in order to transJate your 

c into reality/ 

A. Well, you know, I'd have to do a tiscal note 

and I certainly would intend to do that. I would 

just exactly what parameters would you set down 

in my ottice to di.scuss with \ou just exactly how 
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it it to be carried out. I believe in a working 

•nship with the legislature, iou have some problems 

ime legislation that's submitted, whether it's this 

other area, I'm going to horK with you in making 

lat we understand what you want to accomplish. I 

t down with you and develop that tiscal note. If 

need some additional personnel for the office, I 

mow. But I want you to know that in anticipation, 

also in trying to deal with a problem that exists 

IOW ot the lack or enforcement across the top of the 

n half of this State, I had planned, you know, I 

:ed that as part ot my campaign and part ot my 

r 17th swearing-in ceremony that I was going to set 

te ditterent offices across the top ot the State, 

i permitted me do that, and I commend you tor it. I 

rou. I'm grateful. 

The people of this State ought to know that 

your initiative in support ot what 1 requested 

going to protect a lot of people in this State. 

tose are people, mcidental.li , so you know where 

! going to be, to try to ensure the cooperation in 

•ou're concerned, those people will be housed right 

DER offices. My agents, my attorneys, my 

tmental attorneys and the offices will be housed 

n DER offices, so that there will be this absolute 

http://mcidental.li
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ice of connection, cooperation, exchange of 

ition that's so vital. 

Q. Well, I've been a backpacker for 10 years, 

than 10 years, 20 years I've been backpacking with 

:hmitt from the Sierra Club, who's sitting in the 

idience today, and I've been appalled in the last 

as I've observed trom my own experience some of the 

istine areas of Pennsylvania tall uncter the threat, 

some cases the reality, ot outrageous environmental 

on. Streams chat 1 used to swim in 10 years ago I 

low not allow my children to enter today. One just 

iks ago which I visited, having not been cnere ror 

;ive years, to witness two weeks ago obvious 

on tloatmg down one ot the most pristine streams 

hcentral Pennsylvania. 

We need vigorous environmental protection. 

igly support not only the specifics of what you 

ed today but your aggressiveness in indicating that 

imental protection should receive a top priority. 

» what I can to help. 

A. Thank you. 

Q. I think this is clearly a step in the right 

on. 

A. Thank you very much. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 
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n. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Good luck to you. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONB: for cue oenetit or 

bers of the committee, I just want to say that the 

y General and his start have oeen extremely 

tive in all phases ot legislation that this 

ee has handled, and it's been an extreme delight 

with the Attorney General in crafting many of the 

or legislation that we've already acted upon, and 

ice has been very, very cooperative. 

Dave. 

REPRESENTATIVE HECKLER: Thank you, Mr. 

n. 

ESENTATIVE HECKLER: (Ot Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. General, I'd like to offer some observations 

n near your response. 

My tirst observation is that I'm a cosponsor 

legislation. 1 have and am a jealous guardian ot 

lsdiction and the discretion of district attorneys 

ild normally nave some concern about enhancing the 

ction ot an Attorney General, even an elected one, 

»u, if 1 relt that were going to be at the expense 

authority of the law enforcement officers closest 

public they serve. However, in this case, it's 
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ly been my experience the district attorneys in 

ses lack the expertise, the staff, and the working 

nship with DER and other agencies which might be — 

ncounter these situations and these offenses and be 

>sition of making referrals. 

I think that some of the comments we've 

oday may ignore or fail to take note of what 

in the criminal justice system in general. 

ly speaking, prosecutors, whether it's at your 

>r the local DA's level, learn ot criminal offenses 

ue of actions ol the local police or some other 

whose job it is to investigate tnose orfenses. 

ielessf there are very few situations in which a 

itor is barred from acting it some specific agency 

irnment, whether it would be a police force or 

, fails to call this to the prosecutor's attention 

i formal way. Most district attorneys have 

gative staffs, at least larger district attorney's 

i have investigative staffs of their own so that on 

n-day-out basis tneir activities can overlap with 

estigative activities of a host of the State 

local police forces, city police forces. 

Nevertheless, in my experience, while 

; certainly potential tor mccion and there are 

ily situations in which friction takes place, oy and 
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that system works very well. I have a great deal 

iiculty with situations in which the prosecutor 

>e — is literally choked oft, unless some formal 

il is made. And 1 guess chat tmalli gets me down 

lestion. 

Is it the case that district attorneys under 

imonwealth Attorneys Act, as it stands right now, 

ularly prevented from initiating a criminal 

.nt or initiating an investigation unless they 

i a reterral trom somebody? 

A. No. The district attorneys could initiate, 

>on receipt ot an environmental complaint, the* 

>egin to do prosecution. The problem as you have 

r pointed out, correctly pointed out, Representative 

', is that they don't have the environmental 

:al expertise or tne stafr to do it. They're busy 

iting murder cases and drug cases, robbery cases, 

>w, all kinds of major crimes, and the environmental 

r criminal prosecution is down at the bottom ot the 

And it means that the* would have to go to DER, 

t to them anyway, and indeed that's what happens in 

:ent of tne cases, that we accept designation from 

itrict attorneys to wind up prosecuting the case. I 

it myselt as a district attorney. I mean, when 

ly came in with an environmental prosecution, 
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it was Mr. Keith Welles from DER who was then a 

or the Attorney General's Ortice, and we asked them 

ecute a case in Lackawanna County. 

So it's important that we recognize that 

:t attorneys, while they have the original 

ction, nonetheless do not have the resources and 

>se working relationship that the office ot Attorney 

. has. We have people working with the specialist. 

.hemselves, like Mr. AbeIn and his staff and his 

gators, have developed a special expertise in the 

gation of environmental crimes and are specialists 

lecution ot those cases, and that means it's a 

lously efficient way to deal with it. We, in tact, 

isignated people from DER to be memoers ot the 

sy General's Office to assist us in the prosecution 

le criminal cases, and I'm pleased to note that, 

iat's how close our relationship is that I think 

i five people designated from DER now, is that 

Greg, to prosecute crimes— 

MR. ABELN: Correct. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: They're in DER, they're 

r DER, but they're designated Deputy Attorney 

. so they can prosecute the cases. 

REPRESENTATIVE HECKLER: That, it seems to 

>ecially in view ot the tact that district attorneys 
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us authority without this referral provision, and 

hat the realities ot the situation, and I say that 

been part ot an ollice that I think had one ot the 

iuccesslul criminal prosecutions of the Clean 

Act and put somebody in jail as a result of it 

i BUCKS county, tnat it maKes — tne status quo 

10 sense, and 1, at least in my experience, I can't 

> why there should be any presumption attached to 

gislation that there will be competition, that 

on't be tne same kind ot active referral conduct on 

whatever enhanced investigation may be available 

i the Office of Attorney General. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Thank you, sir. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Mike. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Thank you. 

:ESENTATIVE BORTNER: (Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Mr. Attorney General, how big is your 

imental unit right now? 

A. We have — right now, we have J otrices and 

>le spread out Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Pittsburgh. 

basically what we have. And we will have, with the 

rotation ot the new budget that you passed, and with 

al grant that's being administered by DER, we'll 

3 new offices and we will add approximately about 
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people to the staff, lawyers and investigators. 

y. That was my next question, ot those JO, and 

course what Kill be 42, how many are investigators, 

y lawyers? 

A. Just a second. I'll get you the exact 

Representative. 

We have seven prosecutors, seven attorneys, 

have six agents now, eight are authorized; four DER 

are added to our staff. 

Q. Okay, and those tour DER people, are they 

ys or are they investigators? 

A. No, they're technicians. They're 

ists. They're environmental specialists. They're 

9 that we nave to worK with, as I was explaining to 

ntative McNallv and Representative Piccola, that we 

th these people to build a case. Criminal 

gator, environmental specialists work with the 

y, who is the prosecutor from our office, and 

the tri-part relationship that we have with DER. 

instances, we will be working with a DER attorney. 

Q. Well, like, I suppose, everybody else up 

strongly support more strict enforcement of 

mental Laws and also would support maximizing 

:es, but I think what you're hearing here, and I 
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10m Representative Piccola and McNally and perhaps 

an that I would not like to see a duplication of 

i, and I guess I do envision a lot of overlapping 

.ction, and that's what I'm trying to get a handle 

Would you envision assuming responsibility 

. environmental prosecutions/ 

A. No, it woujd seem — on, he certainly could 

many, many environmental cases are civil in nature 

ire are civil penalties. The DEK handles those. 

Q. I understand. 

A. So we would not be involved in those. 

Q. But DER also prosecutes criminal cases. 

A. No, they do not. 

Q. They do not? 

A. They do not. 

Q. They do not? 

A. They either refer them to our office or they 

.hem to the district attorney. And in the instances 

here has to be a criminal prosecution and 

ion, for example, in the Stewart Manix case, that 

• office tnat prosecuted that. We will take on, tor 

i, in DER there are five lawyers in DER that I ha\e 

;ed as special deputies that are able to represent 

ice of Attorney General in summary cases before 
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ates. 

y. Okaj. 

A. So that's where you mai be getting the 

ion that there's also DER prosecuting criminal 

They are because I nave deputized them and told 

tat thei are authorized as special deputy attorney 

s. Basically, all the criminal prosecution, 

>re, of the btate's criminal law, upon reterral trom 

done by our office. 

Q. Has it always been the case with 

ntatives of DER? Have there always been deputies 

; the authority to go into local counties and 

ite cases? 

A. Only— 

Q. The reason I'm asking is I can specifically 

situations when I was an assistant district 

y that DER people came down, would work with us but 

ctually do the prosecution. 

A. Yes, designated by the district attorney or 

ted by the Attorney General to be a deputy. That's 

did in my county, and you've obviously recognized 

le practice. 

Q. I guess what I'm trying to find out here, 

m trying to see is where the real tailing in the 

law is, and I guess I join Representative Heckler 
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ng a good deal of concern about the Attorney 

actually being barred from stepping into an 

gation and becoming involved. That 1 see as a 

i. On the other hand, 1 would hate to see 

gators trom DER, investigators from the Attorney 

's Office, getting the same complaints and 

ally running out and tripping over each other 

ing investigations. And that's — I guess I'm 

to understand how we can solve the first problem 

opening up a jurisdictional nightmare that could 

y create what I see as a second problem. 

A. Yeah, and I think that's a legitimate 

ation of the problem and I think that— 

Q. I mean, particularly when I thought I heard 

rly strongly saying that you want those complaints, 

it those complaints coming to your office first, if 

stood you? 

A. It a citizen wants to, they ought to be able 

g the complaint to our office, as Representative 

' has done or Councilwoman Specter has done or any 

i or you could. It you wanted to make a complaint, 

ild have a choice of going to DER or the Attorney 

, and what I have tried to do in anticipation of 

•blem that you've outlined is to set up my 

itions, mi Environmental Crimes Prosecutions Section 
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same office that the DER is. So it the call came 

it my people would then automatically exchange the 

tion. And we have to work with DER. We simply 

10 IC by ourselves. We would have to go to them tor 

lzed information, tor maps, tor analysis, for lab 

and that sort ot chiny. 

Q. I understand what you're saying and in both 

lases you referred to, councilwoman Specter and 

ntative Hagarty. Those were both situations where 

t allegedly or where it appears as though DER had 

filled their responsibilities. I guess I'm not 

t doesn't seem to me that we would want the 

sy General's Office to be the place of tirst 

.nts. 

Let me give you a specific. I just recently 

lebody come to me, somebody I knew, who said that 

i looking out her back window, a very small 

:tor, a neighbor out in the country, and much to her 

le and horror saw m m backing up a dump truck with 

iction materials dumping it into a stream. I called 

>ER got out. It's being cleaned up. I haven't 

sd it close enough to know whether there will be 

>r criminal prosecution, but presumably, they were 

scene, at least got a head start. It doesn't, to 

:e a lot ot sense to have that kind of a case coming 
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o the Attorney General's office any more than it 

o have reports or traffic accidents going to the 

it attorney's office instead of to the local 

p or municipal police officer. Do you understand 

m saying? 

A. Oh, yes, absolutely, and I think that 

a certain amount of" referral that has to be done 

office, and it indeed is aone every day in a lot of 

mt areas, whether it be in the consumer protection 

nether it be in the area of ctrug enforcement; in 

ias that v»e receive a complaint. 

For example, the Governor** office has a 

! and they get lots of calls, and some of them are 

sd to DER and some ot tnem may be referred to us. 

me all the time. I think in the working 

>nship that builds up, we would make the kinds of 

lonary decisions that have to be made that this is 

thy of our prosecutorial involvement but much 

it should be handled by DER in a civil way. All 

ing is that give us the same benefit on the other 

When DER gets a complaint and they say it's a civil 

it nobody is there from the criminal side to say, 

it a minute, this is Ashland Oil, this may be a 

.1 discharge ot oil here into the Monongahela, or 

incident, the battery acid case in Lancaster 
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you know, this should be referred to criminal 

ition rather than going civilly. Both sides have to 

»lved in the decisionmaking, and I think that's the 

it wai I could put it. We both should be involved 

i decision. 

Q. And 1 would agree, and it everybody's 

I together, this ought to work. I guess the 

al problems I see may never materialize, but it 

o me that at least there is the potential out there 

ot ot overlapping jurisdiction, and it" perhaps the 

ilities involved some time in the future aren't 

is cooperative, I guess I could see some problems. 

I think trom my point of view, while I 

: this, I wiLi be looking at the bill mth at least 

to see that some ot that perhaps can't be 

ited while still giving the Attorney General that 

: final responsibility which I do agree ought to 

.11 those kinds ot cases to make tmal decisions that 

fhest law entorcement officer in the State ought to 

le authority to make. 

A. Thank you, and I'll work with you, 

intative— 

Q. Thank you. 

A. — m helping to dratt that kind ot 

"late response. 
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CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Representative Reber. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. 

n. I'll try to be very, very brxet. 

Just for the record, I'd like to state I 

on that conservation investigatory hearing back 

rms which Representative McHale was referencing 

Possibly it's because I sit on a different side 

aisle than Representative McHale, but my 

ction of that witch hunt, as I called it at the 

d would so continue to categorize it, took a little 

ferent flavor than earlier postulated, but 

less, I couldn't let the record go without stating 

ESENTATIVE REBER: {Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Additionally, General Preate, my concern 

the area of that task force report with the 

situation, and as I read between the-lines, as me 

colleagues have been doing in listening to your 

ny today, ]ust so I have this clear, the two 

gators from your office, they were there in 

y a fact-finding basis, capacity, turned over those 

o someone headed in DER, correct? Those people 

DER made a determination from those facts what 

nted to do. No one from the Attorney General's 
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had any opportunity to analyze those facts and make 

mination whether there was a basis tor criminal 

to be taken or the criminal action had in fact been 

out on the site, is that correct? 

A. I'm going to ask that Greg Abeln, who was a 

the ornce at the time, address each ot one those 

MR. ABELN: That's correct. Keith Welks, 

my predecessor, headed that task force and he, 

my then head ot the Criminal Law Division, Paul 

obtained two of my investigators because he just 

have the expertise to conduct investigations and do 

•gations of those type of people on his staff. And 

lly gave him our two best investigators. As I 

and it now, Keith has now hired one of those 

back to his ottice and they now have criminal — 

criminal, but criminal-type investigators working 

to do that exact thing should ever that situation 

lse again. But at the time, those two people were 

o Keith to work strictly tor DER, and there was no 

il to me until the conclusion of the report where 

trough Mr. Welks, had made the recommendation that 

as — it was not a prosecutable case, in his 

L. Ana that was published and it's ot record. We 

have any input as to whether or not it should have 
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vestigated criminally by ourselves until that 

was made public, and I belie\e the Governor made 

erral nimselt six months later. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBEk: General Preate, I 

there is the concern of the overlappingness here 

i magnitude ot this problem with your office getting 

id, but I assume that in many, if not most, of the 

es, it something came to your attention under this 

d legislation and it was not of the magnitude that 

tated the expertise, technicians, and what have you 

made an administrative decision m-house, you 

robably be referring a vast majority, I'll use that 

>sed to a percentage, of these cases to the local 

it attorneys where you telt that they could capaoly 

the prosecution. Is that a fair observation? 

ATT\. GEN. PREATE: I think it's a fair 

tion. We would be referring it either to the local 

tors if they were — or to DER to handle it in a 

ay. Sixty percent of the cases, that's the way 

>ne right now. 

All we're asking for is to be involved in 

usionmaking uptront, that's basically what it is, 

we can respond and there's some checks and 

s. If somebody doesn't act in DER, at least 

an outlet, there's somebody that you can go to 
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lys, hey, look, DER hasn't acted, maybe you can get 

> move. And that's all we're saying here. Right 

DER decides, as they did in the Ashland Oil case, 

me direction, there's no real way that we can turn 

ound. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Can you or one ot our 

is give us some idea of the number ot inquiries that 

:eive that are not referred to you oy DER as well as 

iber of referrals that you do get from DER? Can you 

some idea ot what we're talking about, the 

de of that? 

MR. ABELN: Well, that's a difficult 

>n to answer because of the ones that come through 

.y into DER that go in for civil pursuits that we 

er know about. But the typical referral system 

n, a complaint will be made in a region, let's say 

liamsport region, and their regional office ot DER 

isess it to determine whether or not they teel 

i any need for a criminal investigation. They, in 

erer it to us. We do a preliminary investigation— 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: How many of those do 

; a year? 1 mean, is there any— 

MR. ABELN: Michael, would you guess how 

i a year? 100? Someuhere between 7b and 100 total 

ils? 
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MR. STAUB: Maybe 75. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Approximately 75 a 

How many types of inquiries, or maybe you 

;eep these statistics, how many inquiries do you get 

>ur response has to be, uh-uh, we can't touch it, 

be referred to us first through DER, sorry, take 

ise to that agency. How often does that takes 

MR. ABELN: I'd say not a large degree, but 

i degree, and there's also a situation where it's 

y a civil violation and it's not a prosecutable 

lat's referred to us by the regional office of DER 

i citizen and we will inform that citizen and the 

il office that we are referring it back to them for 

>rosecutions, and I'd say that happens maybe 20 

of all referrals all the time. We have a good 

f relationship with the regional offices in that 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there any other 

»ns? 

Lois. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Thank you. 
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ESENTATIVE HAGARTY: (Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Again, thank you for sharing your support 

As I understand the law, the Clean Streams 

the Solid Waste Management Act are themselves, and 

me, I'm probably wrong, criminal violations. It 

the case, my question is, what takes this then from 

civil case to a criminal case? Is it the 

lity of the defendant and not the violation but the 

lity? Is that what makes the difference9 

MR. ABELN: The Solid Waste Management Act 

Clean Streams Act provide for both civil and 

il penalties. 

J5SENTATIVE HAGARTY: (Of Attv. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Okay. And then what is it that causes you 

irmine that there is a criminal violation rather 

civil violation? 

A. The whole point is that DER determines 

• it's civil or criminal. 

Q. Right. 

A. And we don't have any input into that 

Q. Right, I understand that, but I'm saying, if 

1 have input tor what DER is doing now, what is it, 

ioth civil and criminal penalties are available — 1 
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inlike most of our laws, this is what I'm grappling 

md here I am a former prosecutor and trying to 

this out, but unlike most of our laws, it's the law 

I mean, you either violate a criminal law when 

.1 someone or you're engaged in a civil process r>y 

or a different law. I mean, these laws, as you 

:ed, provide tor both civil and criminal penalties. 

rou were to determine which to charge, as it then — 

ition is, is it then the action of the defendant and 

i nature of the violation which makes the 

snce? 

A. It's both. It seems to me that what you're 

l at is the nature of the harm that's been done, the 

of the person who is doing the harm, and maybe 

•actors that are involved. It may be important that 

ip be immediate and it oe done by tne company 

sd as it is, tor example, in the Exxon Oil case 

low. They haven't charged the company criminally in 

but they are charging the skipper of the Exxon 

and maybe that's what would happen in a local 

They wouldn't charge the company, you might go 

;he dump truck fellow that did it and dumped it in 

-earn, as you pointed out. 

Q. And what would his conduct have to be to 

him — tor you to— 
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A. I think basically it's a question of intent. 

Q. X guess that's my question. 

A. Yeah. You know, something much more than 

gligence. It would have to be, and it seems to me, 

lerate intentional act with full knowledge of what's 

cargo, that sort or thing, and the nature of the 

iat was involved. It it just created an odor 

i, you know, I mean that's one thing. But if it 

; a lish kill and pollutes an athletic field or a 

>t homes, then, vou know, where people are going to 

ithing lead or they're going to have problems down 

ie, then you have to tnink about criminal charges 

hose circumstances. We just want to be involved in 

icess that makes tnat decision. 

Greg has a thought. 

MR. ABELN: The Solid Waste Management Act, 

imple, has a strict liability provision that it puts 

:e liability on corporations and vicarious 

ty, which, if you technically look at the language 

act itselt, it gives our section the power, once we 

ie jurisdiction over the case, to literally arrest 

ly and prosecute them for something they have 

:ely no idea occurred. Let's say, for example, a 

ition loads its truck up with hazardous chemicals to 

: to a treatment plant. During tne wa^, they have a 
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I employee who just dumps it on the ground and makes 

>ney somehow by going on to his place of business. 

;hat corporation or the people that sent him away 

; have any iaea that that had occurred. 

:ally, under the law, I could arrest not only the 

it did it but the company itsell. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Okay. Okay, thank 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Paul. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. Just a couple ot quick follow-ups. 

tESENTATIVE McHALE: (Of Atty. Gen. Preate) 

Q. Excluding the summary cases, which 

itly are being handled by those tive specially 

:ed attorneys general— 

A. And by members of our office, too. 

Q. And by members ot your ottice within DER, 

.ng those summaries cases, how many criminal 

itions are you pursuing now as a result ot referrals 

isly made by DER? 

A. All ot them. 

Q. I'm wondering— 

A. The numbers? You want the exact, absolute 

i? 

MR. ABELN: We had /0 referrals that have 
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de, I just checked my notebook, since the beginning 

year. We had some that— 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Those are all 

anor and felony casest 

MR. ABELN: Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: All right. 

MR. ABELN: My section does nothing but 

anor and telony cases. We may have a summary 

i that's tied in there that we might pursue just for 

leal reason, but generally, my section, which is 

d of DER lawyers as well as deputy attorney 

s, they prosecute only the misdemeanor and telony 

ons. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: And so at the 

time there are approximately 70 cases in the 

1 — 

MR. ABELN: No, there are more than that. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Just this year, Paul. 

MR. ABELN: Just this year we've had 70 

Is. Now, out of those referrals, some have been 

red back to the Department ot Environmental 

:es, like I said, about 20 percent of those, and 

Lother group of them would have been dismissed 

it as having no foundation. And a lot ot times 

ret a referral from DER on a disgruntled employee 
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been fired and he wants to come back at that 

' and make a reterral tor something that didn't 

Now, we take that investigation, after it's been 

id to us by DER, and do a preliminary inquiry into 

egations he's made. I'd say a good bO percent ot 

le they're unrounded, but then on the other hand, 50 

. they do have substantial foundation and we proceed 

.ngly. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: All right, that's 

what I was getting at. Then let's say if we have 

ss in the course ot a given year, or at least up to 

»int in the year— 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Six months. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: —being referred to 

I 20 percent ot those are sent, for good reason, 

> the regional offices of DER, and of the remaining 

perhaps halt are dismissed by your office because 

ipparentl} is no legal foundation for a criminal 

ition, we're down to a relatively small number of 

i criminal cases that have been and are being 

.veJy prosecuted under the existing system ot law. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: That's right. 

MR. ABELN: And I might also add, ot those 

!&, we're talking about classifying a case as in a 

. just as one, but we might have, under that one 
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0 defendants. So it ail depends. And each one of 

iefendants would take investigation and prosecution. 

there's an average of five defendants per each 

1 that we have, minimum. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: My final, I guess, 

immary question reflecting the statistics khich you 

i&t given, and then viewing those statistics in 

»f the testimony presented earlier by the Attorney 

., you held up a newspaper clipping indicating that 

i who obviously deserved to go to jail, in my view, 

• jail. How otten does that happen.-* 

MR. ABELN: It's happening a lot. Mr. 

mj predecessor, started it, and he successfully 

ited the rirst organized crime environmental case 

rer had been done in the United States. And that 

got a substantial sentence under his regime. I 

illy prosecuted — the last two corporate presidents 

jcuted have received terms in the State penitentiary 

years or more, which is the mandatory aspect of the 

Faste Management Act. In the provisions, and Mr. 

• will tell you, there's very, very few mandatory 

:es in all of the criminal violations other than 

i driving. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: I guess what I'm 

I at is this: When someone deliberately, with what 
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d call criminal intent, threatens the public health 

ety by polluting the environment, how likely, under 

sting system of lav*, is it that that individual 

tuaily go to jail:* 

MR. ABELN: It's very likely now. In the 

0 months, tor example, we've had, ot the cases my 

has been prosecuting, I can tell you that at least 

es where individuals have been — have oeen put in 

r substantial terms. As a matter of tact, just as 

k today, a case in Pittsburgh — or in Erie, I'm 

1 was just called before I came over here, this 

s, I think, like four years old and it's gone up 

n the chain of appellate issues, he was finally 

ied today to, I believe, two weeks to five years in 

county prison. Now, in that particular case, it 

a misdemeanor ot the third degree, but he still 

jail on a misdemeanor of the third degree. It you 

Heckler, he'll tell you that it's rare in any 

1 case that a person goes to jail on a misdemeanor 

third degree. So we're verv, very pleased with the 

judges have been treating the cases. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: I certainly think 

moving in the right direction. I think that's a 

we need to communicate, that when someone 

ately violates the law, threatening the public 
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and safety of all of our citizens, that if that 

is caught, prosecuted, and convicted, he's going to 

ail. He's not going to face a slap on the wrist, 

it going to be a minor fine. We need to 

cate, I think, the rhetoric that the Attorney 

, properly articulated earlier that if you commit 

:mds of acts in Pennsylvania, no matter who you 

» matter what corporation you head, you're going to 

ail. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: It's been a pleasure to 

»re the committee, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you very much. 

ATTY. GEN. PREATE: We'll continue to work 

>u in developing any legislation that you teel is 

•late in this manner. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: At this time, we'll 

•om Representatives Hagarty and Clark. 

REPRESENTATIVE J. CLARK: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

I think in an effort to better understand 

•cumstances and the facts surrounding the Lankenau 

il case, for the benefit of the members ot this 
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ee, I might briefly summarize some of the 

tances around that event. 

On January 13th of this year, Senator 

Talghman, Representative Hagarty, and myself met 

e local Department of Environmental Resources 

r, Mr. Leon Gonshur, and his staff. This meeting 

mmed from the concern expressed by many community 

s surrounding the Lankenau Hospital area, and these 

s really dated back to 1987. The meeting was a 

g on allegations culminating in a recent expose in 

88 by the Philadelphia Daily News, and in these 

ews articles m December the paper, newspaper, 

ery clear evidence of the burning of infectious 

nd pathological waste, in violation of Lankenau's 

permit. I might add that a Type 0 permit strictly 

es the moisture content as well as the specific 

of any material being burned. 

To the newspaper articles I would add the 

ot a letter from a Mr. Elmer Bogart from the 

u Hospital, Director of Maintenance and Facilities, 

. Philip Bedein, ot the local DER office. This 

or this section is taken as a reply to Mr. Bedein 

Bogart from a request to identify specifically what 

ng burned in that hospital's incinerator. The 

states: 
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"As a follow up to our letter of January 12, 

accordance Kith your request, we are listing below 

the items which make up the infectious waste which 

nerated daily at the hospital: Dressings, sharps, 

e oxygenators, disposable mattress pads, dialysis 

:stes, blood and blood byproducts, isolation wastes, 

s and stocks ot etiologic agents, contaminated food 

ier products, and finally, contaminated laboratory 

11 

The letter goes on to state that, "These 

are placed in red plastic bags, to distinguish them 

her hospital waste, and they are transported in 

carts to the incinerator. 

"We are enclosing copies ot letters sent to 

[erion Township and Montgomery County Planning 

ion, along with proof of delivery slips." 

It says that, "If any further information is 

id, please let me know." And it is signed, Elmer 

Director of Maintenance. 

Now, on the face ot this evidence, this 

iut evidence, in 1987 DER inspected the incineration 

it Lankenau Hospital on a couple ot different 

>ns, but they focused in these investigations 

y on the operational parameter of the burning unit, 

the content of the waste being incinerated. As a 
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the incinerator was found to be in technical 

ince at that time. Mr. Gonshur, in our meeting, 

id that the inspections did show evidence that the 

il had in fact burned pathoLogical waste in the 

ind although he was unable to cite for us at that 

>ecifically how that evidence was obtained, he 

y admitted that the inspection should have focussed 

content and not just on the technical aspects ot 

.on. 

Despite the tact that evidence existed of a 

on by Lankenau Hospital of their permit, no 

.es or no formal compliance action was taken at the 

Instead, the DER simply reached an agreement with 

jpital not to burn pathological waste in the tuture. 

In November of '88, another technical 

:ion was undertaken and again the hospital was found 

.n compliance. In December of '88, a joint air and 

:al inspection was done and the burning of 

ous wastes this time was found. The hospital was 

id that they were not in compliance with their 

and they would have to submit a proposal to 

tte such waste in the tuture. The hospital, at this 

volunteered to cease operation of the incinerator, 

matter of days before DER themselves finally 

led the hospital's burning permit. 
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Mr. Chairman, I think what concerns the 

is ot our area and the citizens around the hospital 

. two very different divisions of DER, the Air 

r Division and the Solid Waste Division, could have 

icumented, very radically different, opinions as to 

•es or does not constitute a violation ot a Type u 

I permit and not come to any consensus over almost a 

r period of time. And it seems to us that our 

ty's risk regarding their health can really not be 

ely addressed by the DER investigation of itself, 

le agency that's really shown absolutely no 

ition in the past to enforce the laws that relate to 

icident. 

In summary, I would say that in 

itances such as these we need an independent 

tdmg process through the legal tool given to us by 

till 1175 to the Attorney General's Office. 

Thank you tor your Lime. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Good afternoon. 

rou, Mr. Chairman, tor calling this public hearing 

and members of the committee. 

House Bill 1175 was introduced by 

intative Clark and myself to provide, as you have 

the Attorney General with original jurisdiction to 

ite crimes involving the environmental laws of the 
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realth, including but not limited to violations of 

tan Streams Law and of the Solid Waste Management 

We deemed this action to be necessary as a 

o£ the inaction you have heard detailed by 

tntative Clark, inaction by DER in response to 

i environmental violations by Lankenau Hospital. 

I might add that I called DER personally in 

len I received community complaints of obnoxious 

it night in the area ot this hospital and was told 

cally by our regional oitice of DER at that time 

mkenau Hospital was burning in accordance with 

jerrnit, and so I personally told residents o£ this 

lat there was no probLem. That remained my opinion, 

>n what DER had told me, my belief that this was our 

tmental Protection Agency and that I could rely upon 

ind I did not form a contrary opinion until the 

lews formed a contrary opinion for me because ot 

letailed investigation some two years later. 

The community's continuing concern regarding 

•ning of infectious waste by Lankenau Hospital, the 

>r an independent factfinding investigation, and the 

: public confidence in the regional office of the 

lent of Environmental Resources led to the 

iction of this bill. 
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On January 19, 1989, we requested Attorney 

Preate to initiate an investigation ot 

mental violations by Lankenau Hospital. We 

id the history ot this case and the lack of action, 

• knowledge, by DER. We telt that it was important 

i Attorney General's uttice to take over tins 

gation because ot the communaty's continuing 

L regarding risKs to their health, ^ny reassurance 

i point by the same agency that had shown no 

ition in the past to entorce the law couid not 

i public confidence. 

The Attorney General's Ottice accepted this 

ubility. A preliminary investigation was 

:ed. While this preliminary investigation tound no 

;e of criminal wrongdoing, it did note that the 

>n of DER contributed to Lankenau's continued 

on of its burning permit. 

We also learned that even it criminal 

ons were found, the Attorney General would have 

•werless to prosecute the case. This was because, 

have heard, the Commonwealth Attorney's Act as 

illy amended in 1980 when the legislature urst 

sd for an elected Attorney General did not provide 

with original jurisdiction. Instead, that act set 

i scheme in which an investigation ot an 
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sy General upon the request ot a district attorney 

i the request of a Commonwealth agency. Other rare 

ss, as I understand them, of tames when the Attorney 

. could prosecute would be if an investigative Grand 

[turned an indictment or with court permission in 

t enumerated cases. 

This scheme of limited powers works well in 

ises because local district attorneys can and do 

:e investigations. District attorneys* offices in 

all situations are well prepared and quite capable 

>rcmg the criminal laws of this Commonwealth. 

-, we felt that the complexity and far-reaching 

of environmental issues were such tnat vesting 

rent jurisdiction to prosecute in the Attorney 

L'S Office would ensure better enforcement and 

lent of wrongdoers in this growing area of criminal 

>V-

We believe that if our bill is enacted, the 

sy General would have a clear path to launch an 

.gation it and when he feels it is appropriate, and 

in only improve environmental safety for the people 

lsylvania. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there any 
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>ns? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: We were clearer 

e Attorney General then. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: We will next hear 

Gerald Renthai, M.D. , President or the Lower 

Board ot Health. 

DR. RENTHAL: Good afternoon. I'm Dr. 

Renthai. I'm president ot the Lower Merion 

p Board of Health, in which township Lankenau 

il is located. 1*11 add my small voice to Mr. 

s very impressive presentation and would like to 

: House bill 11/5. I had prepared some remarks in 

>n to the Lankenau Hospital situation which are 

it in variance with the statements that you just 

and I don't think this is necessarily the place to 

it issue, but a Jittle later I would like to set 

the record straight as I see it. 

I believe it's highly desirable ror the 

iy General to have the authority of original 

ction in prosecuting violations ot environmental 

I believe that there are three major advantages to 

this power in the Attorney General's Ottice. 

First is that it would provide a mechanism 
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tling with violations of environmental laws when the 

having primary jurisdiction tails, tor whatever 

to deal with those violations. And I think you've 

ven a number ot examples ot tnat Kind ot a 

on, and mostly involving the DBR. 

Secondly, it establishes a threat ot 

m against violators, which provides a greater 

ve to obei the law, especially it the regulatory 

is perceived as ineffectual. 

And third, it provides an inducement for the 

ory agency itself to be diligent in promoting 

ince with environmental laws. 

Rather than describe the sequence of events 

Lankenau Hospital case, you ve already neara some 

:, I would like to clarity some of the issues. 

The DEk has two divisions, an Air Quality 

>n and a Solid Waste Management Division, each of 

.s responsible tor issuing permits in such a case as 

tal incinerator, and each of which inspects 

:ely the operation ot an incinerator. And the DER 

;ions of the Lankenau Hospital apparently were 

I out on a regular basis by the Air Quality Division 

: by the Solid Waste Management Division. 

The DER also was somewhat ambiguous in its 

ds which the hospital was trying to apply. There 
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> main types of waste relating to this situation, 

Type 0, infectious waste, and the other is the, 

"Type 4" or pathological waste. The hospital had a 

to burn Type 0 waste, and that does include 

ous material, most intectious material. The 

il was always allowed to burn infectious material 

ire was no hazard relating to that burning. 

The Type 4 waste, patnologica) wasce, 

ss things like body parts, animal remains and blood. 

as we can determine, as tar as I know trom the 

on, what the hospital was burning was blood, which 

:omponent or Type 4 pathological waste, which in 

is not permitted but which the hospital thought was 

;ed Decause a standard tor Type 0 waste was that 

jre not allowed to burn waste which included a 

:e content ot greater than 10 percent. The 

.ty was that was the 10 percent relating to the 

amount ot waste, in other words, 10 percent ot the 

charge of the incinerator, or did it represent 

lual portions, like a bottle ot blood? And it seems 

»e hospital believed that it related to the entire 

ot the incinerator rather than the individual 

is, so that a bottle of blood, included with a lot 

sr wastes, would represent less Chan 10 percent. 

as I read the situation. 
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I was not aware or did not believe that the 

il had willfully violated the environmental laws. 

lay have been sloppy management on the part of the 

il. Unfortunately, local township officials and the 

lent of Health and the Board of Health do not have 

•sonnel or the expertise to make an investigation of 

nd of situation and does not have the legal 

ty to deal with it. The main problem was that the 

this is a legitimate concern — the citizens 

it to the hospital believed their air was being 

id and believed there was a health hazard. That was 

fctly legitimate concern. 

The Board of Health did not agree that there 

lealth concern, but there was no redress tor the 

utizens. The only agency that they could go to was 

., and the DER had apparently not dealt with the 

i in an adequate or effective way. In fact, that 

i the part of DER seems to have been the reason why 

iblem escalated to the point where it was necessary 

and bring the Attorney General's Office into it to 

le sort of resolution. 

For that reason, I believe that it's 

int to have a path of redress for citizens who 

i that environmental laws are being violated to 

the regulatory agency which they perceive is not 
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Lts 30b directly. 

I believe that fairly states my position and 

;ry much in support of the legislation, despite our 

jement on the culpability of the hospital in this 

Thank you very much. I'll answer any 

>ns, if you'd like. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, Doctor. 

Lois. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Thank you. 

IESENTATIVE HAGARTY: (Of Dr. Renthal) 

Q. And let me specifically thank you for being 

i here today to share that perspective. 

I agree that this is not the time or place 

;rmine the culpability of the hospital. One of the 

that has most concerned me is our incapability, I 

a, to determine the culpability of the hospital, 

i I don't see any agency that could possibly, at 

>mt, determine whether they were culpable, since 

r DER, put in its best possible light, is equally 

Le. So I think that if nothing else, this points 

i problem with the current state ot the law. 

More importantly, though, and I think that 

sstimony made clear that we had a situation where 

lldn't even interpret correctly or translate that 
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interpretation, which seemed evidence to me simply 

lading the chart ot what can be burned under 0 and 

I have no background in environmental law, it that 

being communicated clearly to a hospital, I can't 

! why the public should teel any confidence in an 

or wny they shouldn't have reached the level ot 

i that they have in terms of jeopardizing their 

And that's — I mean, I think that regardless ot 

tlpability issue, which is yet undetermined, I think 

what gives such glaring concern to citizens. 

A. I agree. I think your statement is 

ely correct. 

Q. Thanks. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Jim. 

REPRESENTATIVE J. CLARK: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

LESENTATIVE J. CLARK: {Of Dr. Renthal) 

Q. As was expressed by Lois, Dr. Renthal, I, 

int to thank you tor taking the time to come here 

:er your testimony, and to otter just a couple of 

:omments again to make clear that we're in no way 

»ning or looking at the culpability of Lankenau 

L l . 

Specifically, Lois and I in that meeting in 

T, earlier this year, I believe, it certainly was 
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the first time I had the opportunity to look at the 

ions or a detailed sheet on exactly what was Type 0 

. Type 4 permit. And as you stated yourself, I 

t's the ambiguity in those guidelines that created 

the confusion in the hospital. 

I'm in no way implying that the hospital 

ly — in fact, it's been proven by the Attorney 

's Ottice that there was no criminal wrongdoing in 

se. At best, I think they they were feeling their 

ung the best they could with an ambiguous set ot 

nd guidelines for the operation ot that 

ator. 

I made a point earlier in my testimony of 

ig out the difference of opinion, or rather the lack 

•nsensus between the Solid Waste Division and the 

lity services of DER. I recall specifically this 

[formation such as I have read from that letter 

•resented to both divisions of the agency. The Air 

' manager, and the names escape me for the moment 

:an recall them later, the Air Quality manager 

that because of the 10 percent moisture content 

lat you had just cited, that the hospital would in 

: in compliance as long as the temperature ot that 

ry burn chamber was, I believe, 1,800 degrees 

leit or greater. 
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The Solid Waste Division chief, upon looking 

same evidence and the same list of what was being 

said, and T quote from memory, "If this is what is 

>urned, then they are clearly in violation of the 

Jaste Act." 

There are always ditterences of opinions in 

lent agencies, and again, what concerned me and gave 

> support of this legislation was that you could 

two-year timeframe in which the two divisions and 

.efs in the divisions of DER never had the 

mity or never by themselves resolved this 

mce ot opinion to address the health concerns of 

(idents. 

Hopefully, again, that puts the accent on 

>ur concerns lie, and at this point it's not -with 

jpital. I believe they were going along with what 

id as a documented okay by the DER to continue in 

(in. 

A. I think that's correct. I think the 

il was getting signals from DER by lack ot action or 

.ure to communicate tne standards correctly that 

I them to continue doing something that was probably 

.ation but inadvertently so. 

Q. True. In fact, I further make the point 

le hospital on several occasions, this was not the 
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tter, the hospital on several occasions documented 

ilmgly and very expediently to DER and to the 

xactly what it was burning. 

A. Yes. 

REPRESENTATIVE J. CLARK: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

Paul. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

:ESENTATIVE McHALE: (Ot Dr. Renthal) 

Q. Doctor, which regional office of DER had 

.ction ot" this case? 

A. It's located in Norristown. I'm not sure of 

le ot it. 

Q. Could you provide a very brief summary of 

ilationship with that office? Specifically, would 

;cnbe how DER responded to the citizen complaints 

ting Lankenau Hospital brought to the attention of 

sgional otfice of DER? 

A. I'm not sure I can give you all the details. 

iderstand it, as I remember it, a local commissioner 

cated with the DER in 1987 over some concerns. I 

;now what kind of response he got, but the citizens' 

i continued and escalated so that I believe that he 
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: satisfied by the kind of response he got. 

Q. I guess what I'm getting at is over what 

of time were these complaints brought to the 

on of the regional office, and once the complaints 

ought to the regional office, how did DER respond? 

A. Weil, I believe there was a period of about 

and a half to two years during which communications 

ick and forth on a regular basis. Our Department of 

sent some communications to the Department of 

imental Resources asking for some clarification, 

tdently of what the citizens were doing, and those 

:es were not entirely satisfactory. They didn't 

answer many of the questions that we had. They 

>t very rapid in their response. During 1989, when 

lole issue came to a head, DER appeared dilatory in 

to deal with the problem. They seemed to be bogged 

th a lot of bureaucratic— 

Q. All right, that's really what I'm getting 

tey appear to be dilatory, I think that was the word 

(d. 

A. Yes. 

Q. You didn't sense on their part any kind of 

essive response to the citizens' complaints? 

A. No. No. 

Q. All right. 
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A. And further, they failed to communicate well 

e township officials who were trying to intervene 

olve the issue. In fact, they made statements to 

ss without advising the township officials, which 

angered the township officials because they were 

in the middle of the controversy with 

cations being delivered to the public which they 

part in. 

Q. What year was this? 

A. This was in 1988, last fall and winter. 

Q. Who were the people in that regional office 

om you were dealing? 

A. Well, Mr. Gonshur was the Regional Director. 

remember all the names of the individuals in the 

ents. I'm sorry. 

Q. Did you have contact with Mr. Rao Kona? 

A. Yes. Yes, he was one of them. I believe he 

Air Quality man. 

Q. That's correct. 

A. Yes. And a Carol Kurtz. Once the issue 

> a head, we did begin to get some good 

lveness, and lately we've been accorded a great 

responsiveness in our desire to have an input into 

cess which would control the hospital and pose 

tions on their further operation. They've been 
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•operative over that. 

Q. But if I understand your testimony 

ly, however, over a long period of time initially 

ras not much of a response from DER? 

A. No, I would characterize it best as a 

xatic response and what that implies. 

Q. All right. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Mr. Chairman, the 

•mment that I would make is that during that 

gation in 1982, 1983, a locus ot the criticism 

personally raised and which the committee echoed 

do with the regional ottice of DER located in 

own. Witness after witness appeared before the 

ation Committee reciting the same kinds ot 

nencies and bureaucratic delay that the Doctor has 

:ed to us, along with the last tew members. Back 

sen one would be critical of DER, and specifically 

ristown regional office, that criticism was 

ed all too often as mere partisanship. 

The point that I would make is that it's 

lme to stop treating environmental protection in a 

n manner and that had we taken a bipartisan 

h to an inadequate bureaucracy within DER in 198J, 

the problems experienced by the Doctor and his 

n 1988 might not have occurred. We weren't tough 
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in that ottice in 1983, and I think we reaped the 

nate consequences ot that inaction in 1988. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there further 

»ns? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. Doctor. 

DR. RENTHAL: Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: We'll next hear from 

i L. Heffley, Chief Chemist, NGK Metals, Inc. 

MR. HEFFLEY: My name is William Heffley, 

i a chemist by profession, and I'd like to thank the 

in for having me to testify. 

What I read in House Bill No. 1175 I think 

le application to what happens to whistleblowers in 

ite of Pennsylvania. I became a whistleblower and 

ngs that have happened to me I believe could be 

ied by House Bill 117b. 

Until January 16, 1989, when I was put on 

save by the company and suspended, I was a 

ory supervisor of a plant in Temple, Pennsylvania. 

y December 1988, in my capacity as laboratory 

sor, I became aware of certain violations by the 

r of their waste treatment permit, which were 

ig to me both as to the number and to the magnitude 
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period of months. I confronted a company official, 

it he admitted was shocking to me, as it confirmed 

: my worst tears and suspicions. I was left with a 

i, like all whistle blowers are, I suppose, because 

conditions got worse at the plant, I debated my 

i, and should I come forward, there were certain 

es I was afraid I was going to pay. But I knew 

lat it I delayed, I also, along with one other 

:ory person who also knew the truth, could be 

ited as accessories if the company should be caught. 

dered that if I came forward, I would likely lose 

and I had been with the company tor <29 years. I 

faced the prospect of moving away from the area 

: was born. I also considered my personal safety, 

.s was no small consideration, as I was to learn 

r. 

The deciding factor was that I believed that 

id, streams, and rivers of this Commonwealth and 

wintry do not really belong to us, to the company, 

but they really belong to Almighty God, and that I 

a position and was responsible to stop the abuse it 

I. 

Accordingly, on December 27, 1988, I took 

ridence I felt I needed and I met with the 

lent of Environmental Resources. Between December 
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18 and January 16, 1989, the local newspaper 

.ewed me and began to cover the story. It was in 

me period also that I had a threat on my life, and 

tip rrom a m e n d at the plant prevented a serious 

Lt. 

In early January, the office ot the Attorney 

. contacted me and informed me that they were taking 

ie case. They also asked me to accompany a search 

,ze raid on the company's plant on January 23, 1989, 

: agreed to do. I accompanied the Attorney 

. "s group into the plant, assisted only by supplying 

ition, as evidence and files were taken during the 

r search. Despite some apprehension on my part, the 

i without incident, except tor the admonitions from 

iy personnel department and the company lawyers that 

t really belong inside the plant at all. 

After January 24, I had some contact with 

:ice ot Attorney General. I wrote letters 

sing my willingness to cooperate in any manner, and 

mally I supplied mtormation that I thought might 

:ul. The company lawyers, meanwhile, began 

.mg interrogations of me, saying that they needed 

> to get to the bottom of the situation. It soon 

obvious to me, however, that their intent went tar 

the search for information. 
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I would like to submit at this time letters 

r lawyer dealing with the intent ot the 

•gations. I would especially like to call your 

on to my lawyer's letter ot April 17, 1989, where 

rer states, and I quote, "I will continue to 

tnt your interest to make sure that the company does 

anything to try and terminate you when you have 

»thing inconsistent with your duties as their 

ie," end of quote. His concern, as I was to learn, 

1-tounded, tor in April, the company lawyer 

ed a deposition which lasted five hours and 

sd a 167 page transcript. X brought the transcript 

s for inspection, it you would like. 

The purpose of the interrogation, I think, 

summed up by my lawyer's statement in reply to a 

r lawyer. "I believe it's a loaded question in 

ice to trying to form a basis as to coming up with 

.a to possibly do something that would be 

sntal to Mr. Heffley in reference to his employment 

company, and therefore at this moment in time, 

you and I have an opportunity to discuss legally 

utications ot that question, I'm not going to allow 

answer that question at this time." 

I think the point I'm making is that one of 

ngs that happens to whistle blowers is that they 
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>jected to company interrogation, which in itself 

okay, because the company lawyers are trying to get 

ttion, supposedly, but it goes far beyond that, and 

:oncerned about the violations on my rights, and I 

> the Attorney General's Office, and I tinally got a 

>hone call from a deputy attorney from the Attorney 

.'s Office which simply said, and 1 quote, "We 

help you." 

I ran up a $l,JO0 legal bill for my 

tntations during interrogations and depositions, 

;he company refused to pay, though they paid all 

ixpenses for other company employees involved in the 

The answer to my request from a company lawyer was, 

(uote, "We're not going to pay because you did not 

lawyer," end quote. 

I took the matter of the bill to the Office 

Attorney General in April, and their reply, which 

1 the last several days, was that they were not 

I to do anything for me in regard to my lawyer's 

ider existing Pennsylvania law. I think possibly 

: something else that could be addressed by the 

ition, House Bill No. 1175. 

I would like at this time to submit two 

i from the Office of Attorney General regarding 

expenses I incurred. I would also like to submit a 
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from company attorneys which may turmsh a clue as 

I needed legal representation in the tirst place. 

I contacted various State and Federal 

mtatives. btace Senator Michael O'Pake wrote 

s letters on my behalf, and I would think also on 

ot the public interest, their health and welfare. 

I like to call your attention to his letter of July 

fhich 1 will also submit, where he expresses concern 

he delay in the Commonwealth moving the case 

t. The case is now in its eighth month. U.S. 

Heinz, in numerous letters, represented my 

is and his own as to the progress ot the case and 

ter ot my legal expenses. U.S. Congressman Yatron 

:h tor me, advising me and submitting my complaint 

U.S. Department of Labor m order to protect my 

under Federal whistle blower laws. 

The point I want to make here is that U.S. 

sman Yatron told me that the only protection I had 

er Federal whistle blower laws, and that may be 

ng else that could be addressed, because ot U.S. 

isman Yatron's efforts, I now have a hearing coming 

>re a Federal administrative law judge, at which the 

lpt I mentioned should receive a thorough review. 

I would like to submit examples ot letters 

Representatives at this time, including 
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ditative Angstadf s letters. 

My relationship with DER has been good. 

ked me to attend a meeting in the beginning with 

lcials and the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. DER 

ils have been accessible. I have had two written 

i trom DER on their part in tins case. The last 

i July 21, was far more factual and detailed than I 

'ight to expect. 1 would like to submit these 

i and updates trom DER. 

One ot my concerns expressed to DER and the 

of Attorney General was that the two agencies did 

sm to be cooperating in the investigation. One DER 

tl told me that a serious violation of the company 

be addressed promptly, but he said DER could not 

icause certain analytical evidence held by the 

of Attorney General could not be released by the 

sy General, and thus it wasn't available to DER. 

telks, Chief Counsel of DER, addressed these 

is well in a letter of March 14, 1989. He admitted 

lere could be problems in this area. He also 

sd that it is regrettable that whistle blowers like 

are not fully apprised ot various aspects ot the 

gation. I would like also to submit a copy ot his 

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission has been 
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ch involved in the investigation, and they have 

so most cooperative and accessible to me. Their 

gator. Bob Perry, has shown much sensitivity to the 

is ot a person sucn as mvselt who is a whistle 

This concern is evident also at the top, where 

Miller, Executive Director of the Fish Commission, 

mis Guise, Chief Counsel of the Fish Commission, 

•cently written letters expressing the seriousness 

case and their frustration at the long delay in 

ig the case to completion. John Rayburn, 

tmentalist working with the Berks County 

noners, has done much background investigation, has 

thorough job in evaluating the damage to the 

iment by certain company practices. The Sierra Club 

;s County has shown their deep concern about the 

iment, have carried their concerns to State and 

agencies and Representatives. They have resolved 

: me 100 percent, and you don't know how good that 

! teel. I'd liKe to submit examples of their 

•> and concern. 

The point I'm trying to make is that with 

i problems I have encountered as a whistle blower, I 

so encountered many people in all walks of life who 

do care. I haven't mentioned the newspapers for 

jeopardizing their stories, but I know of quite a 
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> are, at this moment, digging into the case. But 

s much to be done, and I hope to point out in 

ice to another matter that has until very recently 

t public scrutiny. 

I want to state emphatically that this 

is not now the subject ot the current investigating 

office ot Attorney General. It's a completely 

:ed matter. The companj 1 work tor has a very 

i ground water problem. Even as long ago as when I 

st empJoyed, and that was back in the 1960's, I 

itories about a farm which was adjacent to the plant 

he crops mysteriously did not appear to grow due to 

I contamination from the company's soil and ground 

I was told the company simply bought the farm and 

sir fence around the property. 

Then I heard stories about private wells 

t the company property which became contaminated 

certain pollutant common to the company's soil and 

water, and it was alleged that the pollutant had 

;d into the private wells. I was told that the 

r solved this problem by simply paying to have these 

with the contaminated wells put on public or city 

It 1 had any doubts about the ground water 

nation, thei were removed about 10 years ago. Tne 
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r had to drill four deep monitoring wells which mi 

:ory was required to sample and analyze every three 

Reports were required to be sent to DER and EPA. 

id certain toxic contaminants in aiarmmy 

:iesf including the ones alleged to have migrated 

ie plant into the surrounding areas and drinking 

Some .of the tnings we found are suspected 

>gens. Some have limits as low as parts per billion 

:ies. 

It was just recently that a government 

tl confirmed that a toxic material and suspected 

>gen common to company ground water was found in a 

.p drinking water well at a housing development 

i distance from the plant. I know of one reporter 

tt who has confirmed the presence of that toxic 

.nant in the township drinking water well, and he 

: that the township authority has been pumping that 

>wn tor several years, as the well is out of service 

;y have not been able to get this toxic material out 

well because it keeps leaking into the well. The 

>vernment official I mentioned previously told me 

>xicity tests taken on company soil as late as the 

: 1988 failed miserably, which is his word, tor 

* toxic material which has a limit in drinking water 

>wn in the parts per billion range. This toxic 
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il is also present in the monitoring well samples at 

int. 

The presence ot the contaminants as it 

led unabated and in monitoring wells throughout the 

's since sampling began. Reports ot" the analysis of 

lonitoring wells have remained in government tiles 

sse 10 years without drawing much attention. 

: the serious implications of the gross 

.nation they show, the very nature ot these 

.nants in the ground water and the characteristics 

soil where they are found makes migration ot these 

.nants beyond the borders ot the plant a distinct 

.lity. When one adds che evidence that the ground 

lay already have moved, and contained in the fact 

»xic materials common to the ground water at the 

lave been found tar beyond the plant boundaries, an 

itudy and remedial action would seem to have been 

:ed. Yet, it was not until last fall after a 

• moratorium that EPA moved in and brought about a 

: order with the company to begin a two-year study. 

ild be remembered that it is a two-year study, and 

:avation, treatment of ground water, or other 

il action is more than a year and a halt away at 

WhiLe it is true that there are certain 
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i of the onsite ground water contamination at this 

- that may be currently under investigation by the 

sy General's Office, I believe there's a vital 

>n begging tor an answer. It would seem to me that 

concerned to be addressed in regard to the proposed 

ition, House Bill 1175, is how a situation such as 

•ontamination ot ground water, which has the 

:ion at least ot criminal activities, can remain 

the Attorney General's knowledge and jurisdiction 

long. 

I would like to respectfully suggest that 

imittee take up the following considerations: That 

i blowers be granted some sort ot financial relief 

is such as mine, lest they be subject to be harassed 

>any lawyers forced to personally pay our legal 

is which are really incurred in the public interest. 

[ like to submit a recent letter from Gregory Abeln, 

leputy of the Environmental Crimes Section of the 

iy General's Office, and ask that special 

tration be given to his statement, and I quote, 

rlvania has not adopted the Federal whistle blower 

on but allows tor reimbursement of legal fees," end 

e. I would suggest that this be remedied. 

I also suggest that the concerns of whistle 

i beyond the financial aspects also be considered. 
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who chooses to take the risk associated with coming 

1 and blowing the thistle should also be entitled to 

: abrea&t of the progress and the investigation of 

le. 

I believe also that there is another 

tate concern of whistleblowers, and that is the 

of legal counsel or advice. Perhaps some 

:ation of State law or inclusion of some provision 

se Ball No. 117b would allow attorneys from the 

sy General's Office to at least consult with a 

. tor the whistle blower, which I understand is now 

>rbidden by State law. 

I would also suggest that the *ttorney 

. be given whatever legal and statutory provisions 

Is to expedite and bring to successful conclusion 

such as the one that I'm involved in within a 

ible matter of time. The company case is now in its 

month, and I feel that this is too long a delay in 

ling a case that has such an overriding public 

»t. In this aspect, I would support the Attorney 

.'s request for the resources, the personnel, the 

>eoplef to expedite cases such as this. I would 

tggest that cases such as ground water contamination 

>mpany which suggests possible criminal activities 

srred to the Ottice or attorney beneral promptly tor 
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sideration as a matter ot routine. In my limited 

ncef local authorities and agencies do not 

tly have either the inclination or the resources to 

matters ot this magnitude. 

I would also suggest that procedures be 

shed tor better communication between DER and OAG, 

iecially in tact ot the provisions of Bill 11/5, 

ould seem to give the Attorney General more power. 

certainly want to retain the cooperation and 

sh cooperation where it has not existed. 

And I'd like to say that there have been 

gative things happen to me in these past eight 

but there have also been positive things, and to 

iu how tar the concerns ot Pennsylvania have reached 

ronmental matters, I'd like to say that about a 

igo I received a personal letter of support from Dr. 

th Morgan, written from a jail cell in Washington, 

'm sure most of you know who she is because her 

las been widely carried on the wire services. I was 

moved because despite all her problems, she made 

:ort to write me a letter of support and 

igement and to write a letter as well, a letter of 

i, to Senator Specter, whom she knows personally. 

I would like to conclude my testimony by 

I from a personal letter I received from a member of 
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:rra Club. She writes, and I quote, "The story that 

.d concerning the pollution by the company is one 

LS to be brought to everyone's attention. It was 

locking and frightening to tmd out that such 

is treatment ot toxac materials occurs and that 

imental authorities are so slow to stop it. 

ily, if there were more people like you, the world 

>e a sater place," end of quote. 

I trust that the Judiciary Committee and 

:aretul attention to the legislation before it, 

Jill 1175, and the Attorney General's expeditious 

ig ot the case with which I'm involved will send a 

lessage to Pam, who is the writer of the letter, and 

;rs that the Commonwealth is prepared to deal 

ngly with environmental issues, and those persons 

>ose to ignore the environmental laws ot this State 

i dealt with accordingly. 

Thank you. William Heftley. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

Are there any questions? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you 

MR. HEFFLEY: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Keith E. Welks, Chief 

L, Department of Environmental Resources. 
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MR. WELKS: Good afternoon. I'm joined by 

isey, also trom DER. He's in our Office of Public 

i . 

I'd say at the outset that it's something ot 

blessing to appear this late in the hearing. I 

ly have the benefit ot the wisdom ot those who went 

me; bj the same token, other commitments arise for 

and I know that some have departed. T appreciate 

iy have remained. I do have to note that my wite 

ft saying that she was unwilling to wait any longer 

me speak, so I don't offer that as any guidance 

, but I simply note that she was here until two 

ago. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, 

i is Keith Welks. I am presently the Chief Counsel 

Department of Environmental Resources. From 

mately October of 1980 until July ot 1987 I worked 

• Zimmerman as Attorney In Charge of the Toxic Waste 

gation and Prosecution Unit, a joint DER-Otfice of 

!y General task force to prosecute environmental 

This effort continues under the new name that 

Preate has recently given to it, the Environmental 

Section. 

I want to thank you tor this opportunity to 

about the process by which prosecutions tor 
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wiental crimes are brought in Pennsylvania and about 

Lationship between the DER and the Office ot 

iy General in this tield. 

It was recognized from the very outset, a 

ago, that a successful prosecutive effort in the 

lmental area demanded the closest possible working 

mship between members of a traditional law 

iment office and members of an environmental 

*>ry agency. Indeed, the original 1980 application 

Law Enforcement Assistance Agency of the United 

Department of Justice for seed money to start the 

taste unit described a formal, cooperative 

mship between the Office of Attorney General and 

t. A formal review team comprising representatives 

i agency was contemplated in order to make critical 

>ns about original allegations and about 

.gative strategies. 

In practice, in cne year since then, che 

il process has become progressively more streamlined 

iicient. Matters ot a criminal nature uncovered by 

: DER program staff are routinely and rapidly 

Ltted to the Environmental Crimes Section for 

.gation. DER staff are generally under directions 

proceed further in a case once it has been sent to 

sk force. It is also not uncommon tor matters 
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;red initially by the Environmental Crimes Section 

:orwarded to DER for official reterral back to ECS 

minal work-up. Task force members are based in 

. DER offices around the State, and personal 

•nships between these specialists and regular DER 

ire informal, close, ana direct. 

I want to take a minute here and depart from 

>ared testimony to perhaps try and crystallize or 

r exactly how the Environmental Crimes Section is 

:ed. There was some discussion about it earlier. 

lot obvious to me that it is pellucid yet to the 

:ee, and I would hope to clarify that. 

As originally envisioned and as presently 

;uted, the Environmental Crimes Section is a 

sncy task force with members of each agency assigned 

srally a full-time basis to work within a unified 

»f command reporting to the attorney in charge, who 

lently Greg Abeln, Chief Deputy Attorney General. 

tat means in practice is that there are special 

from the Attorney General's Bureau of Criminal 

.gation, as well as Deputy Attorneys General from 

)secution Section who work tor *ir. Abeln. In 

>n, there are members of the DER Solid Waste 

.gation start or inspection staff who are in a chain 

land ultimately from Mr. Abeln. There are also a 
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of lawyers nominally assigned to my office who are 

»ecial Deputy Attorneys General by General Preate to 

ite cases for Mr. Abeln with the auspices ot that 

>rce ettort. 

The purpose ot my explaining this at some 

is to indicate that we don't simply have a 

ttive effort here. It's not a situation in which 

month Mr. Abeln and I sit down and talk about what 

ice is going to do and what my office is going to 

the following month. Rather, there is in fact a 

extant partnership which has been in operation 

ipproximately 1980 exclusively for the purpose of 

iting these cases. 

General Preate, a little earlier, attempted 

; about other kinds of criminal prosecutive 

:ies that DER may undertake. At the present time, 

best ot my understanding, there in fact are a 

of assistant counsel working in my office who have 

ide special deputies tor the limited purposes ot 

ig summary prosecutions, and they handle those 

s the auspices ot the Environmental Crimes Section. 

: these may be for such matters as restaurant 

.ons, minor operational violations at landfills 

.ng past posted hours or permitted hours, blowing 

litter, and things ot that sort where it is not 
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red to be a specific significant criminal violation 

iuld go to the Environmental Crimes Section. It is 

1 handled as a summary. Those five lawyers that 

Preate and Mr. Abeln spoke about previously who 

icial Deputy Attorneys General in fact are working 

Environmental Crimes Section on misdemeanor and 

cases at the direction of Mr. Abeln, but in fact 

i have here in summary is an integrated working task 

'ith people, some of whom have been assigned for 

tour, five, and six years and even longer in tnese 

>ns from either DER or the Attorney General's 

I apologize tor that digression and hope 

leful in trying to kind of sort out where people are 

it they're doing. 

The reasons compelling so close a 

•nship are not hard to discern. A successful 

imental investigation and prosecution generally 

is a variety of diverse skills: The interviewing 

denced gathering skills of law enforcement 

s, the sampling and related scientific expertise of 

ory inspectors, the criminal litigation skills of 

I prosecutors, the opinion testimony of analytical 

s and other experts, as well as a host of other 

disciplines. The glue that has bonded these 
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participants an Pennsylvania over the last decade 

n their sense ot completely shared authority and 

lbility tor the selection, development, and 

tion of environmental crimes. 

Moreover, environmental crimes, unlike most 

onal criminal violations, arise in a comprehensive 

iely articulated enforcement context. Environmental 

s generally prohibit specified kinds ot conduct and 

thorize administrative, civil and criminal 

»ns tor any instance of proscribed activity. Thus, 

>us violation might require the selection and 

g of several different remedies. The unpermitted 

1 of drums of waste, for example, would ordinarily 

both a criminal prosecution and a civil cleanup. 

disposal of sludges from a waste water treatment 

light justify a prosecution as well as 

trative revocation of the plant operator's 

is. However, the proper sequence of such 

lental responses is essential to avoid various 

:al and substantive legal pittaiis wtiicti couia 

hen a defendant's position. It has not been 

>n tor DER to delay or retrain from its preferred 

went response in deference to a request from the 

of Attorney General in order to protect a pending 

il investigation or prosecution. The continuous 
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ire respect for each other's valid programmatic 

s encouraged by the present partnership but would 

:ouraged by the decoupling contemplated by the 

>d legislation. 

A recent United States Supreme Court 

>n, moreover, has made the need tor the agencies to 

.ze their community of interest even more 

ing. In the decision handed down this term, the 

uied that a civiJ penalty judgment could suffice to 

• the protections of the double jeopardy clause ot 

ted States Constitution. Potentially, this ruling 

:hat a civil penaltj action carelessly brought could 

rorthv subsequent prosecution, or that the trial ot 

il charges could block a substantial civil penalty 

only the closest working relationship as 

ly exists between DER and the OAG can insure that 

ilogue necessary to avoid misuse of this sort 

ies. 

There is an elegant symmetry to the current 

:ic relationship between these two agencies. Only 

ice of Attorney Genera] can act as attorney tor the 

realth and prosecute environmental crimes. In order 

10, however, it must receive a referral from DER. 

i, DER lacks the authority to initiate prosecutions 
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y but is able to refer cases in order ultimately to 

the tiling of criminal complaints. Each agency 

i a part of the key must relate to and respect the 

ot the other to gain entrance to the criminal 

ot Pennsylvania. It is therefore both good sense 

d law that they hork closely together. 

Nothing in my remarks should be construed in 

• as deprecating the value or necessity of a tough, 

ve environmental prosecutive effort. It is an 

al element ot a complete enforcement arsenal. 

s such a program extant in Pennsylvania, and DER 

y supports xt with personnel, resources, and money. 

lronmentai Crimes Section is working and working 

vely. 

Frankly, House Bill 1175 is a solution in 

of a problem. Present task force effort is not in 

rehabilitation. At the risk ot immodesty, let me 

»u that it has been uncommonly successful in 

ig environmental predators to justice. According to 

t recent information available to me, the task 

opened, since its inception in late 1980, over 400 

or tormal investigation - 191 defendants have been 

id, 135 have been convicted, and my testimony now 

o be amended, based on Mr. Abeln's remarks a little 

• today, with 16 individuals receiving jaai 
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es. I presume Mr. Fukes was sentenced to jail 

Many or these cases have been ot national 

cance. For example, this unique interagency 

ship brought the first prosecution to successfully 

i the anti-racketeering statute against a 

isman who has convicted of having engaged in a 

i of illegal activity encompassing more than bOO 

[ incidents. The task torce also convicted a 

i Pennsylvania waste disposal facility operator for 

illegally dumped hazardous wastes into the 

>gheny River. He is presently serving a sentence of 

! years, one ot the Jongest ever imposed in the 

' for an environmental violation. Major 

itions, such as U.tf.X., Owens-Illinois, and 

!house, have also been convicted. 

Representatives ot the task force have 

d across the country about its structure and its 

ng protocols. It is not an exaggeration to say 

has been a model for emulation in a number of 

ctions. 

In conclusion, I wish to repeat that DER 

rocally endorses vigorous criminal prosecution of 

imental violators. The department cannot support, 

•, change merely for the sake of change, especially 
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he result will inevitably erode the historic and 

al partnership between the Department of 

imentai Resources and the Otfice ot Attorney 

I anticipated some questions, and one that I 

»ated I would like to try and respond to at the 

There were a number ot inquiries about the 

I investigation, and it so nappens that I had some 

i that, and I would like to try and clarify tor mv 

:tive what in fact occurred. And in this I will, 

r, differ with General preate, who was very kind to 

complimentary and I will return those remarks and 

it I have known him tor a long time and respect his 

as a prosecutor. I am certainly growing to respect 

.lis as an Attorney General more so every day. But 

i matter, I must say, frankly, that he and I have a 

difference of opinion as to what the facts are, and 

> 3ousted on this before. At the time ot the spill, 

. Preate was not General Preate, and Governor Casey 

;d that an inter-agency investigative effort be 

:ed in order to develop all the% facts necessary to 

and liability, not differentiated between civil or 

il, as well as regulatory and statutory shortcomings 

•eated the Ashland spill. 

I was asked to involve mysell in that 
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which I did. I was directed to take advantage of 

sources as I thought were necessary from the 

.ve agencies an well as elsewhere where I could 

i them. I did speak to the then Executive Deputy 

sy General under General Zimmerman and explained 

•ocess and asked tor some investigative support. 

:re gracious enough, and I appreciate it to this day 

ich, to make such support available. However, it 

>o clearly understood by the Attorney General's 

at that time through their management what was 

ione, and they did not object in any fashion. They 

: disagree or demur trom the notion that a broadly 

sweeping investigative ettort was appropriate. And 

.y arrangement that the Executive Deputy Attorney 

. asked of us was that where it was determined by us 

•lminallv actionable activities had been committed, 

le matter be referred in the normal course, as it 

*ily would, and that, of course, we agreed to do. 

There is always a problem, needless to say, 

.ing with selectively excerpted portions of written 

il, and I fear that this committee faces an instance 

i problem here. Genera] Preate provided you with 

•agraphs from a 111-page printed report, a copy of 

by the way, was submitted to every member of the 

>f Representatives and the Senate in July of 1988, 
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ch I presume has long since been delegated to 

>p activities, so I understand it no one can put 

land on it now. But I do wish to bring to the 

ee's attention a couple of passages from the 

mdation section ot that report, since I think it 

ice some ot General Preate's extracts an a slightly 

snt perspective. 

In the recommendation section, we talk about 

te task torce discovered, and it reads as follows. 

and I will admit, this is excerpted in my tavor, 

:hink it balances somewhat what you've been told 

isly. It says as tollows: "Nevertheless, the 

vania General Assembly has articulated in a clear 

i standard ot criminal culpability based upon 

snt conduct. The legislature may have concluded 

: is necessary to encourage a higher standard ot 

>on by operators of potentially polluting facilities 

>sing them to criminalization and accompanying 

:ization for negligence. Equally, the legislature 

re recognized quite validly that the automatic 

:nt value of a reduction in a defendant's pocketbook 

>sing commercial product might sometimes be trivial 

id to the environmental harm resulting from the 

J. The General Assembly may also have intended by 

malty provision to entrust to a prosecutor the 
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lbiJity to identify those in&tances where the 

nee was so rampant or the consequences so tar-

g that criminal prosecution was appropriate to 

society's manifest disapproval. 

Ultimately, the decision to bring a criminal 

tion under the Clean Streams Law must rest with the 

late prosecuting agency itself. It's there that 

receding factors must be weighed, along with the 

g policy tor sanctioning intentional discharges, 

sideration to be extended to Ashland for its 

tion in the days and the weeks after the collapse, 

ative clarity or ambiguity of the voluntary 

y code and practices which establish the relevant 

d ot care, the existence of civil grounds for 

the likelihood that it could be proven that the 

was preventable, and numerous other factors. 

"The task force is neither authorized nor 

nt to perform the feat of balancing these competing 

rations. The task force can, however, bring to the 

on ot the appropriate authorities its conclusion 

e facts developed during its investigation appear 

blish facial sufficiency of the elements of Clean 

Law violations. Accordingly, the task force 

nds that the Commonwealth ask the Pennsylvania 

of Attorney General to examine this report and such 
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ividence as it may determine is necessary in order 

iiaer whether criminal charges under the Clean 

Law should be prosecuted against Ashland Oil, 

nd the Ashland Petroleum Company." 

And the report goes on to say, several pages 

"In closing, it is important to repeat that the 

>rce is not a formal prosecutive agency and that it 

: engage in a rigid legal analysis of the criminal 

ons which it has discussed here. The conclusions 

:ommendations of this report should not serve to nor 

ended to preclude appropriate law enforcement 

is from reviewing these or additional matters that 

i desire." 

This report was forwarded to then General 

lan in July of 1988 by Governor Casey, with Governor 

i expressed referral and request tor examination for 

il prosecution under any statute that the would be 

iate. It is my understanding that the Office of 

>y General has examined this case and concluded that 

unal charges are appropriate. That is a perfectly 

ible prosecutorial decision. It is, however, a 

>n that they made, not a decision that we made. We 

;d it to them, we made evidence available, and we 

ir tiles available tor their consideration. They 

sached a prosecutive decision perfectly within their 
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:ion and authority, but it was one in which they 

)t hampered, hamstrung, or limited by anything we 

And with that, I'm available tor questions, 

committee so wishes. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAG1R0NE: Lois. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Thank you. 

LESENTATIVE HAGARTY: (Ot Mr. Welks) 

Q. And good afternoon. I have a couple ot 

>ns. 

Your remarks are encouraging with regard to 

>se relationship and the positive environmental 

.nvestigation once it reaches the stage ot this 

. unit. And I have no quarrel and do not believe 

inly that any problem exists in this Commonwealth 

prosecution begins and that this joint effort works 

I don't understand though what there is about that 

nch is working so well, as you've described, that 

>e destroyed or harmed in any *ay by giving original 

iction to the Attorney General. And the reason I 

it, and I'm perplexed by your, you know, oold 

i that this symbiotic relationship would somehow be 

fed, is it this is in place now, why would it not be 

len a call came into the Attorney General that this 

>e, it seems to me, obviously the same group that 
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;orney General's Office, and in fact it has 

sed this in the past, cannot contact DBR when it 

independently into possession of information that it 

to investigate and seek a referral. And in fact, 

ird earlier today that the Stewart Manix case, the 

it was displayed tor you in which Mr. Manix was 

.y sentenced to 2 1/2 to 5 years in Lancaster, 

ited not with DBR but with OSHA. And in fact, 

L Preate identified for you the fact that that 

il came from OSHA to the Attorney General's Office. 

>y the way, it also then went to DER, where it was 

;d to the Attorney General's Office for criminal 

ltion, and that was ultimately what the Common Pleas 

judge in Lancaster County determined had occurred, 

it is why he authorized the prosecution which 

:ely led to the guilty plea and the impressive 

:e last week. 

So, I mean, the flip side, it seems to me, 

r question is, what are we accomplishing? The 

jy General can get jurisdiction in at least three 

resently in these kinds of cases. He can get it 

referral from a district attorney, he can get it 

referral from DER, he can get it by having the case 

> the investigating Grand Jury, and to the extent 

i such cases as we heard described earlier today 
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ere is some innuendo of public corruption by State 

es, he has independent jurisdiction to prosecute. 

, by the way, has independent jurisdiction to 

te if it's a Section 911 little RICO prosecution. 

n name for you 5 bases for independent prosecution. 

Q. Well, I guess I have two question/comments 

gard to that. 

A. Sure. 

Q. First, that relationship will still be 

ry. What we have heard described by the Attorney 

's Office is the need for the technical expertise 

investigators ol the Department of Environmental 

es which is going to continue. Secondly, and it's 

I come from another background that I don't 

and your assurety with regard to centrifugal force 

cies working together but I can tell you that 

t attorney's offices all, at least in my 

nee, I guess all of the larger ones have their own 

gatory agencies, that typically in a murder case, 

t in Montgomery County when I was a prosecutor, all 

cases are conducted jointly by the local police 

ent and the district attorney's office. There is 

in that joint jurisdiction that I can see that 

— there are typically or can typically be 

les, but there certainly isn't anything in that 
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urisdiction that causes them not to work together. 

>rk together because they have to work together 

f they care about law enforcement and because they 

tout the right result. 

A. May I reply to that? 

Q. I don't see that— 

A. May I reply? 

g. Yes. 

A. Because I think that's a valuable point, and 

;ed it earlier, I believe, of General Preate. The 

nee between enforcement in the traditional criminal 

and here is that here we're dealing with a vast — 

raster range of remedies and whereas when you have a 

lated investigation by the county police as well as 

:al municipal police, their common goal is to amass 

ie to bring a criminal prosecution. You have no 

• guarantee of a common goal in an environmental 

It may very well be that there is a bona tide 

lement between the Attorney General's Office ana DER 

fhether a case should be criminal at all or not or 

• the best way to acnieve the public's end is 

i a civil penalty action or remedial clean-up or 

her administrative sanction as opposed to a 

1 prosecution so that the necessity of there being 

le goal, which is a criminal prosecution, which is 
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esumably you have an a murder context, is not at 

isent in our context, and in ract we are juggling 

ancmg a whole range of options. 

You heard earlier in response to your 

c question an answer about what makes it criminal 

it makes it civil. Well, in tact, as I tried to 

i in my testimony, there is no clear star that 

i our ship on that particular issue. Conduct is 

bed. You shall not dump without a permit. Okay? 

m if you dump without a permit, you have given rise 

nistrative sanctions, civil sanctions, and criminal 

>ns, and there needs to be a basis tor choosing 

i them. There will not always be unanimity or 

y of hou that decision should be made. 

When you asked General Preate how he would 

he said he would look at two things - the nature, 

frote it down, the nature of the harm and, I'm 

and — he said the nature of the harm and the need 

immediate clean-up would determine whether it 

be criminal or civil. Well, frankly, those are 

that only DER could answer. It seems to me that 

General Preate's own testimony he has said that 

hings that would push it in one direction or 

• are those things that are implicitly within DER's 

r. General Preate does not employ people who can 
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;e the nature and degree of harm. General Preate 

it employ people who can identify whether an 

ite clean-up is necessary or not. Those are the 

it things that presumably DER evaluates in making a 

[1 decision. 

Q. Rather than continuing this dialogue, I have 

ler question. You indicate that why solve a problem 

lave a solution in need of a problem. I suggest to 

have a problem, and if you were to tell the people 

: not just of Montgomery bounty but of the southeast 

( currently have an environmental agency in this 

fealth that tor whom they can reLy, they would be 

.ed to hear that. That confidence does not exist in 

istern Pennsylvania. It clearly does not exist in 

lery County, and it seems to me that when we have a 

.on, and countless examples I think abound of lack 

vity, lack of moving forward, lack of 

gation, of serious environmental problems, that we 

lother agency at least to — and tell me if it's not 

;orney General then to at least assure the public 

ivironmental crimes will be redressed and that their 

can be safeguarded? 

A. I can't disagree with your frustration. Not 

Secretary Davis has taught me very effectively 

>u don't fight the problem. You don't deny there's 
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.em when everyone tells you there is one. But I 

:hink the solution to what you're describing, which 

.tration generally with a perceived lack of 

sment by DER, is to criminalize all these things so 

le Attorney General can handle it. 

Q. We're not suggesting we criminalize them. 

suggesting that another agency has the capability to 

.ne without a reterral bi that very agency upon whom 

;& is charged whether in fact there's criminal 

A. Well, but if there's not, then he's not 

:o do anything either, 

Q. We agree with that. But then we have 

» saying to the public, and that's the point I think 

missing in all ot this, is we have someone else 

to the public there was not criminal conduct here. 

3t there's an answer trom another agency. 

A. Well, he is not here and I can't speak for 

xt I would be surprised it General Preate would say 

he is happy if this bill serves the function of 

urn as an ombudsman for the public in those cases in 

:riminal activity is not established, and that 

like what you're suggesting. 

Q. I don't know. I think that he indicated the 

is should know that they can call the Attorney 
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.'s Office. 

A. Obviously, I respectfully disagree. I 

:and the frustration. I'd like to solve it another 

:ause I don't believe that sending these cases for 

»1 investigation is necessarily responsive. 

The Lankenau one, fchnch, of course, is close 

and I appreciate that, in fact is one in which the 

sy General's Office conducted his own inquiry and 

led that there was no basis for criminal charges. 

:ainly, it he thought there was a basis, could have 

;ed us and said, look, I'd like to pursue this case. 

lave a referral. Because we would have done that. 

Q. I asked DER to refer it. 

A. Well, it you did, I don't know that, because 

: the Attorney General's, and I apologize for not 

j that, but the Attorney General's Office in fact 

with our people in gathering information. 

Q. I did not ask the Attorney General's Office 

contacted them. I asked at the meeting that we 

Lth the regional director — I will not say I made a 

request. I don't want to say that. I certainly 

:ed that it seemed to me that the Attorney GeneraL's 

was the appropriate agency to determine and it was 

irimmal skills that were necessary to determine 

• in fact there was criminal conduct. 
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A. And I don't disagree with that. It is the 

sy General's Ottice that ultimateli has co maKe tne 

:riminal decision. In that case, we made a 

nary decision and thought it shouldn't go there. 

ide a preliminary decision which happened to be the 

Q. I guess the other frustration is it was not 

here was a newspaper expose— 

A. Absolutely. 

Q. —and there was serious stepping in by State 

I officials that the civil penalty of revoking a 

I permit and ultimately the stopping of all burning 

les were assessed. 

A. I can't disagree with that. 

Q. So it you tell me you have another solution, 

s what that other solution is9 

A. May I tell you at a different tune? 

Q. Okay. 

A. I am not prepared to give you an entire 

nzation of DER today. 

Q. I mean, I would always be certainly 

nve to listen to a better solution to protecting 

'ironment, which is what we want to do. 

A. Well, we're happy to discuss that. 

Q. Thank you. 
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A. Sure. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Paul. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

:ESENTATIVE McHALE: (Of Mr. Welks) 

Q. Mr. Welks, I'm struck by the stark contrast 

i your rhetoric and the rhetoric ot the Attorney 

Though you exchange personal compliments and 

itly think highly of one another, your view of this 

:ould not be more distinct. 

On page 4 ot your testimony you indicate 

he closest working relationship - as presently 

- between DER and the OAG can insure that the 

le necessary to avoid miscues of this &ort 

les. 

"There is an elegant symmetry to the current 

IC relationship between the two agencies." 

A. I knew I should have cleared this with 

. Preate before I gave it to you. 

Q. Well, clear it and perhaps make it 

.ble. On page 6 of his testimony he states from a 

different perspective, "In the environmental area, 

. want my agents sitting on the sideline while 

nans in the Department ot Environmental Resources 

whether I should he in the case. This clumsy and 
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:ient practice has come close to costing us 

int cases in the past, and it will continue to do so 

we change the law." 

You indicate on page 5 ot your testimony, 

.yf House Bill 11/5 is a solution in search of a 

i." He indicates at the bottom of page 4 ot his 

my, "House Bill 1175 would eliminate these delays 

ild go a long wav toward providing quicker, more 

.ve enforcement of environmental laws." 

If this is a marriage, it's not a very happy 

A. Well, politics are strange bedfellows. 

Q. Well, is that what we're talking about here, 

:s or the substance ot the law'-* 

A. Well, let me say to you this: I provided 

itistics in my testimony because I wanted to give 

imittee some sense of how long and how large this 

has been underway. Those are -400 active formal 

lat were opened. That's lot. tftartiny from zero 

people in li*80. 

Q. And I'm going to move to that in just a 

it 1 may. You're not addressing my concern. 

A. Well, I will, if I may. 

Q. All right. I hope so. 

A. The point I wanted to say to you is I've got 
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''ve got 400 active cases. They've got 140 

:ions. They've got 16 people in jail. I'm still 

I to hear the cases that were lost because there 

; immediate referrals. I heard about Ashland Oil 

ind I disagree. I flatly disagree. I heard about 

:er Battery, but we won Lancaster Battery because 

le judge in Lancaster County understood how the 

unent Crimes Section works and it understands how 

:errals occur, he said, "Mr. Attorney General, you 

irisdiction. Take this case to trial." 

Representative, I'm still waiting to hear 

le examples ot the problem are. It's that simple. 

Q. My question is, why does the Attorney 

L think there is a problem? I mean, you're arguing 

isly in support of the status quo. He was here an 

jo indicating that the status quo is clumsy and 

;ient. Why do we have, if you know, two such 

Lcally different perspectives on what ought to be a 

I relationship? 

A. I can't answer for General Preate. I would 

»y that I have not heard today, nor in my prior 

sions, what the cases are that we fumbled as a 

of delayed referrals, as a result of not referring. 

ire numerous avenues ot alternative referrals that 

L Preate can pursue. There is an ongoing dialogue 
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lay between General Preate's people and DER in which 

ire discussed and in which it General Preate did not 

case he thought he should, he could say, "Hey, do 

>w about this cases' I read about it in the papers, 

let going on it." And in fact that does happen. 

So I can't answer ior you but 1 can only 

>u that I don't know what the problem is. 

Q. AIL right, the point ot my question was not 

to decide whether your perspective was correct or 

' the Attorney General was speaking accurately but 

through the rhetoric and point out that you have a 

c contrasting viewpoint on this issue. 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Whatever you might think of each other 

illy. 

A. Right. 

Q. I'm concerned about the statistics that you 

and these are the same statistics that I attempted 

from Mr. Abeln, and I appreciate the fact that he 

. have had them while he was sitting at the 

lone. I'm glad you do have them. 

I asked Mr. Abeln, and the record should 

e he's sitting in the back of the room at this 

how likely it is that someone who would seriously 

s environmental law would go to ]ail for misconduct, 
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said very likely, and it appeared to be a fairly 

re picture that he was presenting. When I see the 

imbers here, I'm concerned. Now, apparently you, 

e pleased by these numbers. I'm not, and perhaps 

i explain them in a way that will address some of my 

is. 

You indicate that the task force has been in 

on since late 1980, is that correct? 

A. Essentially 1981. January 1 of "81 is a 

starting date. 

Q. All right. Beginning of Januar* of 1980. 

i't you indicate the number of formal cases under 

gation and the number nt defendants arrested and 

iber of convictions and then you go down to the 

line, how many people have gone to jail, and using 

lated figure as of today, 16 people have gone to 

That's fewer than two people on average per year 

the period of time that the task force has been in 

on. 

A. If I may, I would like to put some 

itive on that. 

Q. Please do, because I find that to be a 

ly insignificant number, which says to criminals in 

Id of environmental law, you may violate the law 

tively, but it ]& statistically almost nonexistent 
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iu will go to jail for that impropriety. 

A. As I said in a slightly different context at 

set, any numbers, any specific excerpts or 

:ics that are offered are by nature selective, 

i you can't include all of everything. The first 

would like to say is that the 135 who have been 

.ed represent not only corporeal individuals but 

ite individuals, and in fact I believe that the 

s something like 60 percent/40 percent; 60 percent 

ipanies, 40 percent are individuals. So right away 

Lealing with a much smaller universe of potential 

ints who can go to jail because corporations cannot. 

Q. That may explain your numbers, but that 

: address my concern. 

A. Well, then the next level of question is how 

has American jurisprudence started to recognize 

imental crime as an imprisonable offense? In fact, 

in America went to jail for an environmental case, 

le exception perhaps of Manfred Derule, before 1982. 

Q. The Solid Waste Management Act has criminal 

.es? 

A. Yes, and that went into effect in 1980. 

Q. That's why I've raised the is&ue. I'm well 

>f that fact. We're here a decade later and we're 

\ about 16 people who have gone to jail? 
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A. But if you compare that to the national 

;ics, Pennsylvania is either the tirst or second 

.n terms of numbers of defendants who have been sent 

Q. That's appalling- Jf we're talking about 16 

and we're among the best of our sister 

.ctions, that really says something, doesn't it? 

A. Well, it's certainly humbling to me that you 

that way. You may be right. I mean, you obviously 

perspective that's valuable and valid. 

Q. And you raise a good point, because I did 

in your testimony a sense of pride, legitimate 

ind satisfaction with the status quo. I am not 

ed with the status quo. I am very greatly 

led that on average fewer than two people going to 

ir year is not much of a criminal deterrent to the 

of — the criminal element of the State which might 

iidenng this Kind of activity. 

A. If you recall Mr. Abeln's remark, I believe 

: you graphed it, you would not have a flat line. 

ild not have two per year. What you'd have is, you 

»ne or two every other year in the beginning years 

( were developing cases and educating the judiciary 

upward plane, and in fact Mr. Abeln said that five 

of these people have been sentenced within the last 
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> jail. So that in fact what you see is a growing 

Lation by the judiciary of the significance of these 

>f cases and a growing sophistication by the 

imental Crimes Section people. 

I do not wish you to think that I am here to 

you that everything is hunky-dory in Pennsylvania. 

te're working hard at it and we'd like to think that 

loing more than has been done previously and they 

ing more in General Preate's shop and they're asking 

re people, I'd like to be sending more people to 

id I'd like to be getting bigger penalties. But I 

;hink that with regard to the question of the 

il issue we need to change the status quo. That's a 

1 question. 

Q. All right, I'd like to come back to that 

>n. I don't want to send a lot of people to jail. 

to send those people to jail who deserve to go. 

A. Right. 

Q. Who are caught, prosecuted, convicted, who 

le necessary criminal intent to establish that they 

:ted in a way that knowingly threatened or in fact 

damage to public health and safety, and I have a 

suspicion that a lot of those people are not facing 

: a criminal deterrent at this point in terms of the 

lood of their being sent behind bars, and I don't 
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hat the number of 16 as one number of individuals 

re been incarcerated is a number that ought to make 

. good in terms of the forceful message we're 

f to the criminal element in Pennsylvania which 

»e considering the pollution of our environment. 

>thers me. 

Now, secondly— 

A. Fair enough. 

Q. — I think that there's another factor that 

ito play. I don't think it was just a matter of 

ng the judiciary in the early 1980s. Our judges 

sen able to read law for quite a long time, and the 

il sanctions in the Solid Waste Management Act are 

clear. The point that I'm making, which comes back 

central element of this discussion, is that the 

.frerence is trom gubernatorial administration to 

itorial administration. Some governors will press 

illy tor the implementation ot environmental law; 

Governors philosophically will be less enthusiastic 

such enforcement. 

I like the idea of giving original 

.ction to the Attorney General's Office because it 

i the possibility of a check and balance so that, as 

;orney General indicated earlier when he was here, 

you run into an administration not enthusiastic 
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snvironmental protection, that frustrated citizen 

:es the complaint has somewhere else to go. 

I realize that the number 16 ought not to be 

id over 10 years, and I'm hopeful that most of those 

(rations have been in a more recent period, showing 

protective attitude, but the fact is it's an 

i of less than two per year, and I like the idea of 

scause it allows somebody another avenue of 

:h. If we have a future Governor who doesn't care 

;he environment, as we have had such Governors in 

st, I am hoping that we will at least have an 

I Attorney General who then, upon a citizen's 

.nt, will pick up the ball and enforce the law. And 

why I think 1175 makes sense, and T think that your 

i argue very forcefully in support of 1175, not in 

;ion to it. If all we do is send 16 people in a 

to jail, that's not much of deterrent. 

A. I'm sorry that we have not been more 

.ve by your definition. We obviously would always 

to be more effective than less. And I fully credit 

>u're saying and I understand the frustration. 

If I may, with all due respect, generally 

and balances work best when in fact they are shared 

various organizations or powers ot government. I 

luggest to you that Attorney Generals — Attorneys 
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can also change from time to time, and that while 

have a hard-charging Quantico marine now, we may in 

ive someone else later. To the extent that DER 

i less of an interested and active and necessary 

in the process, the next time we have or if we ever 

i Attorney General who does not see this as 

nt, you've got to re-engage DER at that poant if 

ive stopped seeing their role as essential to 

[ tough criminal prosecutions underway. 

Q. Thank you. 

I'll simply close with this: In the early 

I brought serious complaints to the attention of 

-ristown office of DER. Many of the people who were 

; office at that time are still there. I received a 

.ble bureaucratic response to my complaints, and 

rere complaints that involved very serious questions 

.ic health and safety. Now, as I stressed earlier 

Attorney General, I see a very strong improvement 

snt years within DER, but I'm not naive enough to 

:hat it those same people there are in a future 

itration, an administration less sensitive to the 

;ion ot the environment than this administration, 

; those bureaucrats may well lapse back to their 

attitudes. Next time around in some future 

itration, I'd like to be able to go to the Attorney 
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. and complain loudly about the lack of activity on 

•t of DER. In 1983 and '84, when those same people 

lere, they showed little concern for the protection 

citizens of my district and I had no where to go. 

why I think 1175 makes sense. 

A. T understand your position. Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Chris. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

iESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Of Mr. Welks) 

Q. Mr. Welks, I've been very impressed with 

sstimony and your knowledge of our environmental 

ind particularly I found helpful your description of 

lland Oil spill investigation. 

A. Thank you. 

Q. One question more I had in regard to the 

1 Oil spill was that Mr. Preate indicated that the 

. government eventually successfully prosecuted 

i involved in that incident, and I was wondering if 

jht elaborate, but do you know what the offense was 

it the basis of that crime was? 

A. Yes. The Federal government prosecuted 

1 itself, no individuals, and they brought a 
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int indictment under the Federal Clean Water Act and 

teral Rivers and Harbors Act, I believe it's called. 

those counts sounded in strict liability, one in 

>nce. Ashland eventually pleaded no contest to each 

ie. The district court judge accepted those pleas 

lmately imposed a penalty, I believe, ot $2.25 

i or $2.5 million under something called the 

itive sentencing guidelines which are part of the 

. Criminal Code which allow a judge to impose a 

r based on the economic harm caused by a particular 

tl incident, and the judge, using calculations that 

In't share with you today but could provide, 

ally tried to quantify the damage caused by the 

[ spill and upwards. 

Q. Okay. And would the conduct, eventually do 

.nk that particularly in light ot the Federal 

ition that a successful prosecution could have been 

tder Pennsylvania law? 

A. I think that's an extraordinarily difficult 

>n, and I say that not simply to be polate and 

itic, but as a former prosecutor, it's just a real 

:all in this particular case, because you're dealing 

>me ambiguous industry standards, you're dealing 

L unintentional spill. Obviously, no one wants to 

million gallons of saleable product. You're 
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I with other things that would mitigate against a 

ftul prosecution. 

On the other hand, based on what the task 

'eport recounts, there were substantial deviations 

>od engineering practice in the design, 

iction, and maintenance of the tank that conceivably 

lave been appealing to a jury. I think it is 

•dinarily difficult to second-guess any 

itorial decision about the Ashland case. 

Q. Is there something in Federal law that made 

.er to obtain a conviction, or more likely that a 

;ion could have been obtained? In other words, is 

some way that we could amend Pennsylvania law to, in 

>£ the Ashland Oil spill, that would make a 

;ion more easy or more likely? 

A. If, in fact, you were to drop out the 

tnce problem, which is the standard, the mens rea 

*d in the Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law, then you 

in fact, have a simpler prosecution because under 

.id Waste Management Act, as Mr. Abeln has pointed 

>u do not need to prove any intent. However, in 

irticular case theie was a legal problem claiming 

.1 was a waste, so that was an issue. Where you 

ito the Clean Streams Law under Pennsylvania law and 

> make a prosecution there, you then had to deal 
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sgligence, and here is where the question of 

snce and what were the industry standards and were 

.untary standards and did Ashland people know what 

.ng on all became very tricky. 

It you had a pure strict liability Clean 

s Law type statute in Pennsylvania wnich said the 

ge o± any pollutant to the water of the 

iealth without a permit is a misdemeanor or the 

>r second degree, then it would clearly be an easier 

ition. I am not here to advocate that or not 

;e that. In response to your specific question, 

: you made the law easier you could always win. 

Q. Let me conclude by saying that I tound 

in strong agreement with a great deal ot your 

my, and in particular the points that you made 

ung the need for a close working relationship, and 

found myself to agree with you that I don't think 

te Attorney General intends to be a public 

tan, because I can't foresee, and I tried to 

:e to the Attorney General the tact that the 

ide of the environmental problems in this State, or 

in my district alone, could occupy his office, and 

think that what will happen if this legislation is 

is that I'm going to be able to refer all ot my 

imental complaints to the Attorney General, and then 
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! doesn't do anything about it, you know, the same 

nt that Mrs. Specter is making about DER in 

Iphia will be made about the Attorney General in 

iad and Munhall and Pittsburgh. And frankly, you 

:& you pointed out, there has not been a single 

:e ol a fouled up environmental prosecution that's 

esented to us today, and to me that indicates that 

s not a problem. 1 agree that we can do better, we 

iugher law enforcement, but I don't think that can 

eved through some kind ot rhetorical back biting. 

So I thank you for your testimony. 

A. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Dave. 

REPRESENTATIVE HECKLER: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

:ESENTATIVE HECKLER: (Of Mr. Welks) 

Q. Mr. Welks, I'd like to commend you on your 

in your analysis of the relationship between, as 

s it, between the Office of Attorney General and the 

lent of Environmental Resources. I'd like to 

s that analysis ]ust a bit. 

You described that relationship as one of 

ng agencies and spoke of a check and balance 

mship, and specifically as I understood it 

>ed DER as a check on the power ot the elected 
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sy General. 

A. It I may, I know that's your assumption. I 

say that was today. I said that in the instance of 

.11 becoming law, and there being disagreements in 

:ure, that check and balance might lapse. I have 

jgestea that there is competition or disagreement 

:ases that we've had with General Preate. There may 

agreement about the need tor tnis particular 

?nt to the Commonwealth Attorneys Act. 

Q. Well, in this live years when we commemorate 

)th anniversary of the Constitution and the Bill of 

, I think we need to — ought to be able to make the 

ition between structures of government and 

Uar people who inhabit them. 

A. Fair enough. 

Q. To the extent that everybody has been able 

5 a lot of crazy procedures that this legislature 

>n fit to pass over the years work, you know, the 

wealth struggles on. That doesn't mean we can't 

i the structures and the relationships. 

A. Right. 

g. Specifically, let's assume — and let's 

)f all assume an Attorney General who just wants to 

ite everybody, who was bit by the bug — Paul McHale 

5 be Attorney General. He obviously wants to send a 
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people to jail, and he is just absolutely charging 

isecutmg every case— 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: It's the voice of 

:o again. 

:ESENTATIVE HECKLER: (Ot Mr. Welks) 

Q. Anocher crazy marine and he's oft 

iting every case in the world, and let's say that if 

k a panel ot 15 experienced prosecutors or judges 

say that he was just prosecuting some cases that 

1't be prosecuted that maybe deserved some 

itrative sanction or no sanction at all. 

A. Right. 

Q. Where do you or Art Davis or Governor Casey, 

>m you ultimately work in the structure ot the 

trative branch of government, come by being a check 

ability of Attorney General McHaie to prosecute 

A. I think that the answer to that question 

i the structure of the environmental statutes not 

: this State but ot the Federal government and every 

!tate in the country. Environmental statutes are 

in that as a general concept, they proscribe 

and then they make available the full gauntlet of 

.es known to the American jurisprudential system for 

single one of those. Literally. As Mr. Abeln said, 
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;he Solid Waste Management Act, every single dumping 

it, including your spilling orange juice on the 

)utside this room, could be prosecuted as a 

sanor under the strict reading of the law, and that 

let to a jury. Now, it may very well be that a jury 

:ay, we don't really want to see anyone wasting 

;ime doing this, but as a practical matter, as a 

prosecutor, 1 tell you, you would make out the 

:s of a misdemeanor prosecution it you went outside 

ntol and dumped your Kool-Aia on tne ground. 

Now, so you say to me, why is there a check 

.ance needed? My response to vou is essentially 

.ven all those other remedies in addition to the 

il ones, there must be some logic behind the scheme 

is set up that suggests that some criteria need to 

>sed on the system so that we correctly identity 

:hat should be handled administratively, we 

;ly identify those through remedial orders or 

sr, those that should be handled by civil penalties, 

;hat should be handled by direct action of Common 

:ourt or Commonwealth Court, et cetera. And if we 

; the breadth ot responsibility entrusted to DER, it 

e at the regulatory authority entrusted to DER, I 

:e in these chambers to say this, if we look at the 

: DER compared to, tor example, the size of the 
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sy General's Office or the Environmental Crimes 

i in particular, I think that you can only conclude 

te criminal portion of the program is an important 

; it, but it is not the driving part of it. There 

lusands and thousands of administrative and civil 

sment actions taken by DER every year, and there are 

iken by the Environmental Crimes Section. I don't 

inly think that's wrong, but I think that's the way 

And so I say to you that if your proposal, 

'pothetical proposal, is what's wrong with an 

>y General who prosecutes every single case 

tlly, I say first of all, that's not the system 

supposed to have. I say to you secondly that given 

i a general proposition we stop civil and 

itrative activity in a case when it's being 

gated and prosecuted criminally because of a whole 

: reasons that I won't core you with but which you, 

•e, can recognize as a former prosecutor, we then 

L additional problem in that the interests of the 

is of Pennsylvania might very well not be advanced 

.ng clean-ups or other remedial responses, or 

on of illegal activity haulted until a criminal 

.ays out its process. And in tact, in some 

:es a criminal case is not responsive to the 
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;y because you need the activity ceased and you need 

i-up triggered, and in a pure fashion, that's not 

>u get in criminal court. You can certainly argue 

iticution, but that's a very spongy and amorphous 

: that I don't think is a very good way to handle 

ledial nature ot DER's authority. 

fcio that my response to you is, you look at 

)le picture, you look at all the authorities that 

'en. You look at the timeframes that are necessary 

:terent kinds or clean-ups and you come to the 

(ion that you've got a big program, the majority of 

.s administrative and civil, and a smaller portion 

age wise, certainly no smaller in terms of its 

snt effect and its importance, but a smaller 

:age in terms of some hard numbers is criminal, but 

le criminal program doesn't drive the civil program. 

not what anyone ever intended. That's my answer. 

Q. Well, I hear you, but the fact — so that 

>ntention then is that by virtue of the fact that 

foing to have more civilly remediable problems, that 

>ropnate that the Attorney General not — that 

>e a check that in tact as things stand now, it you 

; not to refer a case to him, that he be foreclosed 

iking that prosecution, trom— 

A. No, I don't. I don't. There are 
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itive routes. That's the point. We have a finely 

icted system of checks and balances and if we don't 

t and he feels that strongly about it, and by the 

't me say that it we don't refer it after knowing 

! feels that strongly about it, we are clearly 

lizing tnis ongoing relationship hnich is voluntary. 

marriage. You have to understand that it's only 

;o be in the most extreme function that we're going 

if he says this is really a criminal case we're 

•o say drop dead. I mean, it's got to be really 

int to us because we run a great risk. But even if 

that, then there's a DA referral possible because 

s have original jurisdiction to bring any criminal 

i this Commonwealth, and they certainly can choose, 

s as we all know, and we all agree, they don't have 

tources to deal with it, to refer it to Mr. Preate, 

. Preate. He also, in most instances, could take it 

.ti-county investigating Grand Jury because the 

lecisions and the practice before that multi-county 

igating Grand Jury are sufficiently oroad thai 

.ly any environmental case of any note whatsoever 

fhich there's going to be a disagreement of 

ice will justify insertion into the investigating 

Fury, in which case General Preate can prosecute it. 

:e are checks and then there are checks within those 
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Q. Well, now I'm really confused because if the 

sy General can circumvent the provision that we're 

.ng to change anyway, why is it that we don't just 

it? 

A. Because the circumvention provisions are 

rely extraordinary in nature. They prevent DER from 

ible to effectively oar or foreclose it in a given 

c case. However, it is highly unlikely that the 

ty General would want to make a practice of taking 

uckel-and-dime environmental cases to the Grand 

umply because he couldn't get them from DER. We 

lope that he's getting them from DER, and again, I 

: tall back to my earlier testimony and sav, I don't 

: any that he's not getting, with the exception of 

I, for example. 

Q. Well, we'll get to that in a minute. 

A. So that's my answer. 

Q. For the sake of symmetry, let's take the 

:e hypothetical. Instead of Attorney General 

we have a wimp who plainly doesn't care, he ju&t 

*om being Chief Counsel to some big chemical company 

thinks that— 

A. They're laughing because they thought you 

ung to say Chief Counsel of some environmental 
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Q. —and he thinks that pollution is really not 

' a big deal at all. You would agree with me that 

>lic pressure technique that you described working 

ler way a minute ago is certainly going to be 

>le. In that situation, DER isn't going to have to 

ly tormal referral — the tormal referral authority 

presently in law. If you sent cases to this guy 

;hing happens to them, you're going to be able to 

) the press, and remembering that this fellow is 

I, or woman, is elected for a four-year term, the 

i by which we select the prosecutor is going to take 

: itself, wouldn't you agree? 

A. One hopes that Civ:cs 101 says that. That's 

! would hope. 

Q. Okay. Now, one of the things that seems to 

ig taken as sort of scripture here todai is that 

can point to a case that was lost because of this 

\, this procedure that's set up now. My concern, 

nn, we've had bright people with good will, 

.1 one of the key players, who has managed to make 

i the statute as it stands, one of my concerns is 

>out the cases that haven't ever gotten — haven't 

>me to your attention, to the attention of the task 

to the attention of the Attorney General, as things 
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istituted now? You have a far-flung bureaucracy, an 

is number ot people out there charged with the 

ability simultaneously ot regulating, ot granting 

i to do certain things, and then determining whether 

have violated, either violated the terms of the 

as in the Lankenau Hospital case we've heard so 

lout, or who are acting without benefit of permit. 

ifident are you that your bureaucracy is working as 

ild, that cases that should be at least looked at 

iction and that many ot us might conclude need to be 

ited criminally involve that kind of mens rea are 

>rought to somebody's attention? 

A. I'll give, I guess, a two-part answer, and I 

.ze the hour and I apologize. 

First of all, let me say to you that I'm 

>nfident that it anyone knows about them, they're 

I to the Attorney General's Ottice. The strength of 

-ucture that we presently enjoy is that the Attorney 

.'s people, including those DER people which we've 

sd there, which I'll lump under the role of Attorney 

.'s people, are in our regional offices across the 

They are in those locations where if anyone knows 

.t, they know about it. And, in fact, we have 

.onally fostered that kind of sort of 

ipetitive, non-adversarial relationship between 
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>eople. They work desk-to-desk. They borrow each 

esources when they're necessary, so that in fact if 

in DER knows about itf the likelihood is that the 

•y General's staff will know about it in short 

So even it we're not referring it, the Attorney 

.'s Office can now go back to this route that I've 

>ed earlier and say, hey, you know, we heard about 

Why aren't you bringing it to our attention? We 

(out it in the papers, we heard about it at a staff 

f we attended, et cetera, let's get this case over 

to prosecute. Now, that's part one. I am fairly 

snt that it anyone knows about the case, it's 

I to the Attorney General's Office at least at some 

rhere they can push the right buttons. 

Part two is that this bill, if there is a 

] with the sort you identified, would have nothing 

nth it. If DER doesn't know about it, then the 

il question is irrelevant. If we don't have it, 

le — if we don't know about it, then the AG is not 

to know about it, and even it it's out there it's 

rely that because the AG could bring it 

idently he becomes somehow far smarter, more 

nc in his ability to spot these violations. It 

: happen that way. All we're doing is saying, well, 

)ne knows about it, you can bring it. General 
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If there isn't anyone who knows about it, then 

» better off than lr he could bring it or couldn't 

t unless he could touch his toes 10 times. It 

; matter. 

Q. Well, recognizing the lateness of the hour, 

,ng to pursue this tor a bit, not withstanding your 

i1on, Mr. Cha1rman. 

I'm a citizen. I see somebody dumping 

.ng suspicious in the stream near my house. 

A. Right. 

Q. 1 may call the police. 

A. Um-hum. 

Q. I may call DER if it's during working hours. 

i we confident that my call is going to find its way 

task force, to the folks within that very small 

nthin DER who are actually tocussed on the 

.lity ot a criminal prosecution? 

A. Well, if you call the police, hopefully the 

know where to turn, because Mr. AbeIn has made a 

tgressive and I think intelligent outreach effort to 

t enforcement community generally. If you call DER, 

lat should happen is that all the DER people in 

teste and Water Quality are on alert, by virtue ot 

ind staff meetings, as well as just the natural 

.ty that has attended the Environmental Crime 
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s activity over the last eight or nine years of its 

ce, and therefore they are on strict direction that 

r they find anything that even smacks of 

onal dumping activity or reckless or willful 

uct as broadly defined as they could imagine it, 

i supposed to kick it over to ECS. And in fact, the 

ig operative is, the standing protocol is, refer 

tan EOS is going to keep. They're going to send a 

:k because their level of criteria for a prosecution 

ig to be a lot tougher than yours. Expect that if 

id 10 cases over you'll get 3 or 4 back a& bad. 

Okay? So, I mean, I can't say to you that 

tre never any flaws or glitches in a system, but the 

>ple, not just the small cadre but the entire 

il office structure, is on alert. And again, 

. Preate has clearly implemented an intelligent step 

ng people into those few regional offices that 

ore have not had ECS representatives there. But it 

o me theoretically possible, you know, that a DER 

could get a call and not recognize it as anything, 

• tor civil action or criminal action. But I 

r presume that that's possible if that person cabled 

lung outpost of the Attorney General's office. I 

>nce we get down to the level of the exercise ot 

lual discretion about what a call is, there's no 
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whether you call someone a DER inspector or Attorney 

.'s Ottice Special Agent. We're always at the mercy 

policeman on the beat exercising discretion wisely 

rtiat to do about a given allegation. I don't think 

s need an institutional change to respond to that 

t. We're dealing with human nature at that point. 

Q. Well, it seems to me that we're dealing with 

whose job descriptions may be significantly 

:nt, depending upon whether we're dealing with DER 

Office of Attorney General, and I guess that's my, 

) finish with an observation, there are prosecutors 

sre are bureaucrats, and I think they have different 

is in life. I think, quite appropriately, the check 

.ance that I have always understood as imposed on 

:ions of prosecutor is ultimately what a jury will 

; someone ot and obviously what our courts deem as 

•opriate way of circumstances in which that 

:ion would take place. When you describe in page 2 

* testimony that it is also not uncommon for matters 

sred initially by the ECS to be forwarded to DER tor 

il referral back for criminal work-up, that, to me, 

intme. 

And I must say that the testimony I've heard 

while it doesn't diminish in any way my regard for 

imitment of DER to punish the proper people and to 
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erall with the environment, I can't say that it in 

• diminishes my enthusiasm for this bill. It seems 

ear to me that because only the Attorney General 

tsecute you're going to have to keep working 

ir, because I'm tirmly convinced that you want to 

\ bad guys in this department, in this particular 

»ut in jail. But it certainly opens another avenue, 

m if it did nothing more than get rid of that 

ilar Byzantine two-step, I would think it was worth 

:ort. 

REPRESENTATIVE HECKLER: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Mike. 

REPRESENTATIVE BORTNER: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

tESENTATIVE BORTNER: (01 Mr. Welks) 

Q. I'm going to be very short. A comment and a 

>n. 

As you may have gathered from my questions 

le Attorney General was testifying, I share many of 

mcerns and probably question the wisdom of the 

ition even more after hearing you testify, hearing 

jstimony, which, frankly, 1 thought was excellent. 

a former prosecutor, I think you did a good job of 

juishing between the run-ol"-tne-mill burglary case 
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way you've got to approach one of these 

mental prosecutions with the different remedies, 

t makes a lot of sense to me as well. 

Like Representative McN'ally, I still haven't 

and I know we're back to tms talking about all the 

hat have been tumbled, J thought there was one at 

hich was kind of the incident that brought this 

tion about, and then I thought 1 heard you testify 

i the Lankenau case the Attorney General's Office 

>ked at it and decided that it was not appropriate 

ir criminal prosecution. Could you explain that a 

more? 

A. Well, I believe that in fact not only did I 

but Representative Hagarty, in her written remarks, 

now1edged this, and they're here somewhere. It is 

rstandmg that, and when I say it though, I don't 

» suggest that I'm implying anytning wrong or 

tine about it. It's my understanding the Attorney 

's Office assigned an investigator to perform at 

preliminary review or inquiry into the allegations 

ing the Lankenau case. That was done. In fact, 

ef investigator, who happens to be a lawyer working 

>ttice, and she answered all his questions, offered 

! documents available based on what we had learned 

he case, and basically said to him, we don't think 
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a criminal case. We think we have changing laws 

nging regulations. We think we have a permit 

in 1982 when no one cared a hoot about infectious 

hological waste — whether that's right or wrong, 

ppened to be the circumstance of the time. We're 

»kmg at, you know, this permit today and it's 

>u&, it's not very clear. We've got two different 

is involved. We've got a hospital that's asked tor 

ie repeatedly and gotten discrepant guidance from 

• time from DER. Putting aLl that together, it is 

ilusion as a DER person that this isn't a case I'd 

it's something that we're going to handle civilly 

t penalties and through changing their permit 

It is my understanding that person went back 

ncally accepted that as a valid gloss on what 

sd. The Attorney General's Otfice has not sought 

i a referral. They have not said, we'd like to 

this criminally further, would you give us a 

il? And I believe that Representative Hagarty, as I 

n her prepared remarks — I'd like to say a few 

i ago but I know I've been too prolific for that — 

ule ago said that the Attorney General's Office 

led that there was no criminal liability that was 

ibie. But that's what I'm reternng to. 
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Q. Well, let me just finish by saying that, 

I would like to see our prosecution of 

[mental cases strengthened in any way that we can, 

ih e\en when che Attorney General was here I think 

tted or agreed that generally the system is working 

well, I thought he said that, and that the two 

s worked fairly well together, particularly within 

ironmental crimes unit. Perhaps tnere is some way 

some additional authority, some additional review 

Attorney General or to perhaps expand that role 

t, but I would certainly hate to see that interfere 

at I do believe you've been very good explaining 

iccept as a pretty delicate balance between the way 

le two agencies approach these problems. 

Thank you. 

A. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Paul. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

in. 

:ESENTAT1VE McHALE: (Of Mr. Welks) 

Q. Just two quick observations and an 

ion tor your comment it you think it's appropriate. 

You indicated in speaking to Representative 

• that when it comes to environmental problems and 

al violations of criminal law, if someone at DER 
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ibout that situation, a referral is going to be made 

Attorney General's Office, and you seem to imply in 

istimony that such a referral is virtually 

,ic. 

A. (Indicating in the affirmative.) 

Q. Is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. The problem that I have is I've been here 

lough that I've seen that that has not always been 

ie. You and I, appointed and elected officials, 

id go. The bureaucracy seems to stay forever. Some 

very same people in your regional office in 

;own who are serving today were employed in that 

in 1982, 1983, and 1984. I can tell you back in 

lays, some of those people couldn't be moved to 

gate a serious matter by a stick of dynamite. They 

had no interest. They were bureaucratic, 

>nsive. I think you may have heard the testimony 

'. Renthal. He was talking about 1988, but I'm 

I about the same office 3ust a tew years earlier 

re could not persuade those officials at DER to 

:e an investigation leading to a civil remedy, let 

L criminal remedy. 

I stress that to you because I think that's 

int. If I felt that from now through eternity when 
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tus matter would come to the attention of a DER 

il involving possible questions of criminality that 

opnate referral would be made to the Attorney 

.'s Office, then T would think that there probably 

a strong basis tor House Bill 1175. But I watched 

leople six years ago. 1 watched and listened as 

i matters were brought to their attention and they 

:hing, and there were no alternatives such as those 

iuld be provided by 1175 available to the public 

L that time period. 

So I appreciate the taith you have in those 

tes today. Some ot those people may not justify 

nth based on their prior performance in an earlier 

itration. 

Secondly, and in closing, I appreciated the 

sment for Attorney General that was given to me by 

sckler. I may use that on a future piece of 

:al literature. Dave and I will have to talk about 

In all seriousness, I recognize that the 

il law is the most severe social sanction we have, 

ilarly when we're talking about the potential for 

iration. The State has the right to take away a 

s liberty only under the most extraordinary of 

stances, and most environmental violations do not 
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• that level. Most environmental violations involve 

negligence where an administrative or a civil 

is the appropriate course of action. 

But in a CommonweaLth with 11 million people 

criminal element that is as large as it 

inately is, it seems to me that when over a decade 

age 2 incarcerations per year, that its criminal 

>n, limited though it should be, is not being 

id to the extent that it should be employed. 

ilarly if we want to send a message of deterrence. 

Representative Bortner and I were speaking a 

bit earlier on this question: All too often, the 

' in an environmental case does not hit home. A 

tte vice president, a& he makes a decision involving 

il mens rea, knows that it is possible that if he is 

his corporation may be punished, they may lose some 

they may be fined, there may be some public 

issment for the corporation, but he knows, based on 

itistics that you've provided to U9, the likelihood 

going to jail is pretty remote. I don't believe 

le consumers who purchase from that corporation 

ultimately pay the penalty for a tine that might be 

I. I also don't believe that that's much of a 

;nt to possible criminal activity. 

What I would like to see is a situation 
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L corporate vice president who is deciding whether 

he is going to pollute a river contemplate at that 

le possibility of individual accountability, i.e. 

i might to jail. And that kind of accountability 

errence that arises from that accountability simply 

going to exist when only two people per year on 

i go behind bars because of criminal misconduct in 

dd ot environmental law. 

A. I recognize the argument you're making. I 

usagree with IC. I would say, however, that this 

ilar bill doesn't address that, especially in terms 

numbers. I can't imagine that at most we'd be 

I about two or three new cases a year that the 

sy General might somehow find and get that DER 

want them to have under the present structure. 

Q. Why do you say that, just two or three? 

A. Because he's getting virtually everything 

'here aren't any cases that he's disagreeing with. 

why I say to you, what are the cases that he wanted 

s didn't get? It he had a shopping list ot 50 or 

ten I'd know you had 100 more cases where at least 

looking tor a prosecution that we hadn't given him 

lortunity to bring, and maybe out of 50 or 100 you'd 

or 10 or 15 more incarcerations. But there aren't 

;es. I mean, they know about the same cases we know 
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We share our information! and if we don't refer 

can say to us, why aren't you referring it? And 

I'II generally refer it. And if he says to us that 

don't refer it, then he can have che complaint made 

local DA who can say, I don't have any resources to 

le this tignt. Let's kicK it to the Attorney 

and he'll get it. Or he can take it to the Grand 

I mean, this bill is not going to address your 

i. There aren't more cases out there that DER has 

:'s hoarding. 

Q. And I guess that's really what it comes down 

I I'll close with this: I'm very skeptical that 

latter known to your regional offices involving 

al criminality is really being referred to the 

ty General's Office when the bottom line in a 

realth with 11 million people is that 2 people on 

i per year go to jail. It there is a complete pass-

L from your regional office to the AG's ottice, that 

s no screening that taKes place at the regional 

the potential criminality is freely brought to the 

.on of the Attorney General, as you state it is, I 

skeptical when I look at the numbers. I wouldn't 

a dramatic increase in those numbers, but it would 

two or three. I would expect an increase 

.cantly beyond that. 
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A. I certainly could be wrong. Representative. 

not my sense of the situation. Obviously, 

ng always occurs at some level, and it may be that 

: the regional offices are making the cut at the 

>oint. As soon as you say to someone, take a look 

i case and give him or give her a standard to apply, 

in misapply the standard. But as a general 

.tion, what our people have been told is if it's 

.onal, if it's sufficiently reckless that it looks 

;'s intentional or any other circumstance wnere you 

.t might be criminal, as you use that term as a 

ion, kick it over. 

Q. I guess my skepticism is about six years ago 

tome of those same people look at precisely that 

: conduct and not only tail to take criminal action, 

uled to even take civil action, and tor the most 

tey failed to respond. And if that's skepticism 

>u hear in my questioning today, that skepticism I 

.s shared by many Pennsylvanians with regard to the 

sment capability, both civil and criminal, on the 

: DER. I hope that I'm addressing a problem which 

ised to exist. That may be the case. But when I 

s same faces in the regional office in Norristown 

:hat I saw there in '83 and '84, it's hard tor me to 

! there's been such a transformation in attitude. 
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REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

n. 

MR. WELKS: I understand. 

REPRESENTATIVE HAGARTY: Could I just ask a 

»n? 

TENTATIVE HAGARTY: (Ot Mr. welks) 

Q. Would you just tell me when the last time 

it you were in the Norristown regional otticev 

A. I was at it? 

Q. At it. 

A. I was there myself at least the fall of '88, 

sve. No, it would have been earlier that summer. 

te in 1988. 

Q. Let me just suggest to you that in all 

A. Constructive. 

Q. —help to you that I don't think you — I 

hat the confidence that you are placing in the tact 

>ur regional offices are transmitting allegations of 

i environmental crimes is seriously misplaced, and I 

rou ought personally to look at what's happening at 

.n the regional otfjce I'm familiar with, because 

.s no one with whom I have talked in my very 

.ng ot this field ot endeavor who has not brought 

ttories and wanted to sit down and talk to me about 
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leir experience was with their lack of regard for 

:oncerns. 

A. I understand. I've read the Philadelphia 

sr stories also. I don't know how to respond to 

I understand your frustration. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: All right. Thank 

MR. WELKS: Thank you ver* much for your 

.on. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: That will conclude 

iring today. 

(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded 

> p.m.) 
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